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Abstract

Computer graphics has satisfactorily shown its ability to describe and visually render
complex and diverse interactive digital scenarios for multiple applications. Thanks
to virtual reality, users can enter these computer-generated worlds, enabling an
extension to the range of applicability. One of the most relevant accomplishments
of this technology lies in the possibility to spatially interact with objects in the
environment. The user is part of the scene, hence he/she can interact with the
scene and feel immersed. Together with virtual reality, other spatial computing
technologies share the challenge of providing a natural interface, with which the user
can interact intuitively and which, in turn, also provides reliable haptic feedback.

Motivated by this challenge, this work proposes methods that augment the interac-
tion and the immersion of the user in virtual reality and other immersive technolo-
gies, by allowing direct touch interaction, thanks to which the user can realistically
interact with the virtual environment while perceiving corresponding haptic feed-
back.

First, we formulate a physics-based soft hand simulation model that follows the
user’s hand and allows realistic dexterous manipulation of virtual objects. Later, we
propose a novel optimization-based tactile rendering approach for wearable devices
that displays haptic feedback that matches the stimulus computed in the virtual
interaction, based on an accurate simulation of contact between a virtual finger
and the virtual environment. Finally, we study the problem of haptic rendering
for underactuated haptic devices. We carry out a theoretical analysis to study the
passivity of the system considering the user’s intent, and we leverage our findings
to design a novel rendering method.

Overall, the presented computational models set up the basis for a haptically rich
bidirectional interface with the virtual environment, which empowers and enriches
the user experience.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Virtual Reality has been object of study by the scientific community for several
decades, but it has been during the last decade when the studies have proliferated
the most. A recent wave, initially pushed by the appearance of Oculus in 2012,
involving relevant features like wide field of view and affordability, has been sparking
interest in research, industry and the general audience. Since then, there has been
an unceasing evolution in the field. Application and adoption of the technology have
experienced an unprecedented boost, the diversity of VR systems has grown rapidly
and the study of VR has broadened. This ongoing evolution is addressing old and
new challenges and is shaping the horizon of Virtual Reality.

However, the original motivation of VR has barely changed. The idea of feeling fully
immersed in an interactive virtual world is extremely powerful and is so broad
that it covers almost everything imaginable. Given a continuum space of imagina-
tion, technology has the mission of materializing it by trying to reach its boundaries
as much as possible, closing the gap between feasibility and imagination. This vision
is technically ambitious, but, unquestionably, the complexity and richness of these
virtual worlds rely on the quality of technology; the overall quality of virtual reality
evolves in line with the evolution of technology. Thanks to several multidisciplinary
fragments of technology that allow the generation of diverse stimuli for different
sensory channels (visual, auditory, haptic, etc.), it is possible to make users have
the perception of being physically present on a virtual scenario.

Certainly, this broad vision leads to an equally broad range of applications, making
virtual reality highly valuable for society. VR is useful in design, training, teamwork,
entertainment, etc., and it has a promising future as a generic workspace ecosystem,
as an alternative to personal computers. Depending on the context, VR allows users
to execute actions faster, more accurately and more intuitively than other digital
workspaces.

1



2 1.1. Hand-Based Interaction in VR

Together with immersion, interaction is one of the main pillars of VR. It allows
the user to communicate with the virtual world that surrounds him/her. Unlike
other interactive systems, VR interaction requires certain correspondence of the
user’s body within the virtual world. The degree of correspondence determines
the realism of the interaction and can range from a simple correspondence of the
head/eyes position (in order to properly render a stereographic image) to a realistic
fully interactive representation of the whole body of the user. A higher degree of
correspondence allows richer human-computer interaction and better embodiment.

Immersion and interaction technologies are not completely independent and rely
bidirectionally on each other. A satisfactory user experience depends on a good
balance and coordination between both in such a way that the degree of interaction
determines the desirable degree of immersion (and vice versa). Therefore, in order to
preserve a coherent degree of immersion in environments where realistic interaction
is possible, the generation of complex stimuli will be needed. In some cases, visual
and auditory feedback could be enough; however, when the user is actively using
his/her own body to interact with the scenario, haptic feedback is crucial to properly
understand the features of the virtual environment and the potential of the interac-
tion. Additionally, haptic feedback improves interaction itself, helping the user to
dynamically understand the allowed range of motion. Without haptic feedback, the
motion of the user is completely unconstrained, and the resulting interaction can be
chaotic, which is particularly undesirable in a realistic paradigm.

However, achieving a realistic interaction together with an appropriate haptic feed-
back poses several challenges. Particularly, the present thesis addresses some of
these challenges, focused on the correspondence of the user’s hands, which will be
identified and described in this introduction.

Although the thesis centers the study of these challenges in the context of Virtual
Reality, it is worth emphasizing that these challenges are also common in other tech-
nologies, such as Augmented Reality or Mixed Reality, since both require certain
body correspondence too. Among other similarities, these technologies have in com-
mon the use of real actions, real objects and real spaces to interact with the digital
world, which has been referred to as spatial computing. Interaction technology is
equally essential across these systems and its evolution is changing the way in which
humans interact with computers.

1.1 Hand-Based Interaction in VR

Hands are our most natural and intuitive interface to interact with the real world.
We use them every day for multiple purposes, from basic tasks to precision tasks.
Thanks to them, we are able to perform dexterous manipulation while receiving
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a) b) c)

Figure 1.1: Some strategies used for hand interaction in VR. a) shows Oculus Touch VR
controllers as input method and its hand pose estimation. b) and c) show two examples
that use hand tracking. In b) a gesture-based approach is followed, where the user’s hand
is holding a pinch pose in order to grab the object. In c) the user is able to manipulate
the object in a detailed and accurate manner, thanks to a physics-based approach.

continuous haptic information. How can we make the most of the potential of this
natural interface in order to improve the user’s interaction also in virtual reality?

Traditional input devices (e,g., mouse, keyboard, etc.) were conceived for a desktop
setup and are meant to be physically attached to the real world. They limit the
user’s body and hands to a very constrained pose and lack fundamental features
for immersive environments, such as wide range of motion or high-dimensionality of
degrees of freedom.

However, another family of input devices, commonly known as VR controllers, are
widely used in this scenario. These controllers, which are not attached to the real
world, are held by users and enable a much more free motion while the position
of the devices themselves is tracked. They provide freedom of motion to the users
and typically a larger workspace, but the input information is moderate and usually
limited to a combination of position/rotation tracking and a set of states of joysticks,
buttons, etc. Although, in some cases, this information can be used to roughly
estimate the pose of the hand (as shown in Fig. 1.1-a), the fact that the hand is
holding the controller makes this pose already constrained and definitely does not
allow the user to leverage the power of the hand’s dexterity. Apart from these
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limitations, VR controllers are quite popular and can be interesting for general use,
but they require training to be used properly, per device and per application.

On the other hand, methods that can directly track the anatomy of the hands
are the ones that can enable a more natural interaction. These methods (e.g.,
optical trackers, gloves) usually allow a completely free motion of the hand, but
the challenge is shifted to interpreting the tracked information. For example, it
can be used to provide a gesture-based interaction [Argelaguet and Andujar, 2013,
Vuletic et al., 2019, Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015], where the users can perform some
predefined poses with the hands that trigger certain actions (Fig. 1.1-b). This kind
of approach limits the potential of the hand interface to a discretized interaction with
the environment, and needs previous training too. In contrast, other interpretations
consider the complexity of hand interaction [Sueda et al., 2008, Kry et al., 2002,
Kurihara and Miyata, 2004] and focus on a more realistic approach with physics-
based interaction, allowing natural and dexterous manipulation of virtual objects
(Fig. 1.1-c).

Specially in immersive environments, where egocentric perspective is very common,
seamless use of our hands makes the interaction more natural and intuitive [Vosinakis
and Koutsabasis, 2018, Poupyrev et al., 1998, Argelaguet et al., 2016]. Bringing
our hands to VR means bringing realism to the interaction. Users interact with the
virtual world using their hands in the same way that they would do in the real world,
resulting in an embodiment of the user so high that the interface between he/she
and the virtual environment seems transparent. Achieving this level of realism is not
free of challenges and requires a comprehensive simulation of the hand interaction,
which cannot be done without a corresponding study of the role of haptics.

Allowing complex virtual manipulation with the hands is specially relevant in realis-
tic scenarios such as training, affective virtual communication, realistic video games,
etc. [Pouliquen et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2015, Yoon et al., 2020]. In particular, train-
ing scenarios are hugely benefited. Realistic interaction in realistic environments is
crucial in psychomotor task learning.

1.2 Direct Touch in VR

In order to provide a realistic interaction, haptic feedback is essential. User inten-
tion is continuously modified due to haptic information. When a user interacts with
a real object, the hand pose and skin accommodate to the shape and other haptic
properties of the object (size, weight, etc.). Ideally, in a virtual environment, haptic
technology should provide a realistic haptic sensation that would produce similar
awareness of virtual objects and, consequently, a realistic interaction.

In contrast to other haptic technologies that are focused on simplifying either the
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a) b) c)

Figure 1.2: A small sample of the diversity of haptic devices. While a) shows a traditional
grounded tool-based device, b) and c) show devices that allow direct touch interaction. a)
Phantom Omni features a stylus that the user can grab to explore the virtual world in a
limited workspace and provides corresponding kinesthetic feedback [Massie and Salisbury,
1994]. b) Dexmo is a wearable hand exoskeleton that renders kinesthetic feedback [Gu
et al., 2016]. c) Wearable tactile thimble that provides cutaneous feedback [Chinello et al.,
2015].

interaction (tool-based) [Massie and Salisbury, 1994, Payandeh and Li, 2003] or the
haptic feedback itself (through haptic metaphors or cues) [Brewster and Brown,
2004, Riddle and Chapman, 2012, Lee et al., 2009], haptic technologies for direct
touch attempt to provide realistic feedback for comprehensive user hand manipula-
tion with the virtual environment [Otaduy et al., 2016, Wang et al., 2019, Perez
et al., 2016a]. The haptic properties of the virtual environment are realistically ren-
dered, trying to reach as close as possible the stimuli that the user would receive in
a real scenario.

Precisely, the nature of the stimuli is a very relevant classification criterion that
helps to categorize these haptics technologies into two major families: kinesthetic
feedback and cutaneous feedback.

Kinesthetic feedback Proprioception and kinesthesia are the senses that allow
us to be self-aware of the position and the movement of our body respectively,
thanks to mechanosensory neurons (proprioceptors) that are located in muscles,
joints and tendons [Tuthill and Azim, 2018]. In order to convey kinesthetic haptic
information to the user, kinesthetic devices attempt to stimulate these parts of the
body. When the user touches a virtual object, the interaction between the virtual
avatar of his/her hand (proxy [Ruspini et al., 1997a]) and the virtual object is
simulated to prevent undesired penetrations, and the forces of the interaction can
be calculated. Kinesthetic devices finally render these forces, which affect the real
hand of the user, counteracting its movement and being even able to stop it. In the
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context of direct touch interaction, kinesthetic devices can take the shape of hand
exoskeletons, which govern the pose of the fingers in order to enable natural actions
such as grasping (Fig. 1.2-b).

Cutaneous feedback The skin contains a variety of nerve endings that allows us
to perceive a wide range of external information such as pressure, texture, temper-
ature or vibration. Through a variety of methods, cutaneous devices stimulate the
skin in different manners to render these sensations to the user. The cutaneous feed-
back methods discussed in this thesis focus on rendering pressure, by stimulating the
skin through local contact surface modulation (LCSM), which consist of rendering
a virtual object by imposing on the skin a contact surface that approximates the
contact with the virtual object. An example of a device that follows this stimulation
method is shown in Fig. 1.2-c. The distribution of cutaneous sensory neurons (i.e.,
mechanoreceptors in the case of those that respond to pressure) is not homogeneous
along the surface of the skin, finding some of the densest concentration in the fingers
and hands in general [Penfield and Boldrey, 1937, Corniani and Saal, 2020]. Direct
touch interaction tries to leverage this property by directly stimulating the skin of
the hands, which in turn poses a challenge due to the complexity of perception in
this area.

In immersive paradigms like virtual reality, wearability is a desirable feature in
the design of Human-Computer interfaces, and devices for direct touch are not an
exception [Pacchierotti et al., 2017]. Traditional grounded haptic devices (Fig. 1.2-
a), usually large and heavy, were designed for desktop setups, but not for immer-
sive environments. Unlike these devices, wearable haptic devices (Fig. 1.2-b-c) are
grounded directly to the body of the user so they are not constrained to a fixed
workspace anymore, which provides freedom of movement to users and expands
considerably the range where they can perceive haptic feedback.

Unfortunately, wearable haptics present an important drawback. Haptic feedback
becomes relative to the part of the body where the device is grounded, which implies
that the movement of the user cannot be completely stopped. Furthermore, in the
transformation (from big and large to small and light), some features of haptic
devices get diminished or even get lost. In line with different design strategies like
miniaturization or energy efficiency, the devices can also become underactuated,
which poses a challenge for the rendering of forces that will be described in the
following section.
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1.3 Challenges

The idea of an embodiment system that provides bidirectional hand correspondence
with both dexterous manipulation and rich haptics is a very attractive and conve-
nient goal in the technological horizon of virtual reality, but it also poses a complex
problem.

The hands of the user need to be continuously tracked and mapped to the virtual
world, where they will be simulated in order to interact with the virtual objects and
calculate the forces that will be rendered with haptic devices. This pipeline can be
summarized in the following broad steps:

1. Hand motion acquisition

2. Mapping from tracking data to physical hand model

3. Collision detection and collision response

4. Haptic rendering

Each of these steps can be addressed with different approaches that in turn pose
different challenges. The work presented in this thesis addresses certain challenges
that arise in steps 2, 3 and 4, and will be described below.

1.3.1 Hand Simulation

Provided by hand tracking systems, the information about the user’s hand pose is
employed as input data to simulate the virtual hand behaviour. This interaction
method consists of i) mapping the user’s hand pose to the virtual world and ii) using
the mapped pose to drive a hand simulation.

Mapping requires a faithful interpretation of the tracking data so that the subsequent
interaction is coherent with the real hand pose. However, while the pose of the real
hand is unconstrained, the pose of the virtual hand is constrained by virtual objects,
so the mapping between them should also allow certain flexibility. Otherwise, a very
strict coupling would cause the virtual hand to easily penetrate the virtual objects,
resulting also in very large and unnatural forces in the simulation.

Afterwards, the mapped pose drives a simulation of a virtual hand model. In order
to provide a natural interaction, the simulation would have to maximize dexter-
ity, aiming for a compromise between an accurate simulation and an interactive
performance.

Furthermore, a realistic approach requires a comprehensive simulation of the virtual
hand. All relevant elements and properties that compose the physical behaviour
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of a hand would need to be thoroughly defined and approximated. One of the key
elements that greatly favors natural interaction is the deformation of the skin of the
hand. When the hand touches an object, the skin deforms and adapts to its shape,
increasing the contact surface and making the interaction easier. Simulation of the
skin behavior should account for a realistic deformation that allows accurate compu-
tation of the surface contact and friction, ultimately granting richer dexterity to the
user. A sufficiently accurate simulation of each of the elements of the hand would
also establish the foundation for describing how the virtual environment affects the
virtual hand, which could be displayed to the user visually and haptically.

1.3.2 Dimensionality of Tactile Perception

When a user touches a virtual object, haptic technology tries to deliver faithful
haptic information of the contact, by providing haptic stimuli that coherently match
with the level of interaction.

On one hand, tool-based interaction is limited in terms of degrees of freedom (DoF),
with 3DoFs or 6DoFs being the most common devices. However, thanks to this limi-
tation, well-studied grounded kinesthetic devices can render forces directly mapping
DoFs 1-to-1 between interaction space and haptic stimulation space. On the other
hand, direct touch interaction allows interaction of much higher dimensionality, es-
pecially when skin is involved. Due to its passive nature, skin cannot drive the
interaction by itself (unlike kinesthetic parts of the body like muscles, joints or ten-
dons), but its role in perception is crucial. Tactile rendering attempts to satisfy
tactile perception, which is a spatiotemporal process of very high dimensionality,
by stimulating skin mechanoreceptors. However, tactile devices are strongly limited
in terms of degrees of freedom, producing a complex mismatch between the haptic
perception space and the haptic stimulation space. Furthermore, due to hardware
limitations, tactile devices usually present a restricted workspace allowing the explo-
ration of only a subspace of the tactile stimuli corresponding to the virtual contact.

1.3.3 Haptic Rendering with Underactuated Devices

Unlike fully actuated devices where all the degrees of freedom are actuated, in un-
deractuated devices some degrees of freedom are not actuated. With less actuators,
underactuation allows the design of lighter devices with smaller form factor, facili-
tating wearability, which is highly desirable in immersive environments. Wearable
devices for direct touch such as hand exoskeletons especially benefit from this ap-
proach.

Unfortunately, the capabilities of underactuated devices are limited since they can-
not provide haptic feedback to non-actuated DoFs. This problem directly affects
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the design of haptic rendering algorithms, which would have to explore asymmetric
spaces with complex mappings in order to provide convincing feedback to the user.
Nevertheless, while underactuation is a popular strategy for the design of haptic
devices, haptic rendering of this kind of devices has not been widely studied.

Rendering forces typically try to oppose the action of the user. With fully actuated
devices, this is simple, as the rendering algorithm can act on all possible directions.
With underactuated devices, however, some force directions are opposed, while oth-
ers are not. Taking this into account, näıve application of well-known proxy-based
rendering methods to underactuated devices can result in unpredictable behavior
of the device, displaying wrong forces that might cause a negative impact on the
user’s perception. The study of these inconvenient effects is crucial to diminish or
avoid them in novel and more suitable rendering algorithms. The design of these
algorithms can be driven from diverse perspectives: from ensuring the passivity of
the system to finding an optimal solution where forces rendered by underactuated
devices match as close as possible forces rendered by fully actuated devices.

1.4 Summary of Results

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized in the following results:

• An efficient and robust physics-based hand simulation model that provides
smooth and natural interaction via an energy-minimization formulation. It
includes the relevant mechanical and interaction elements of the hand: i)
an articulated skeleton, ii) nonlinear soft tissue surrounding the skeleton, iii)
skeleton-and-tissue coupling, iv) frictional contact with the virtual environ-
ment, and v) coupling to the tracker input. (Chapter 3)

• A method to map hand motion for hand simulation that absorbs the deviation
between the unconstrained tracked hand pose and the virtual hand pose con-
strained by virtual objects, and reduces the impact produced by the tracking
discontinuities, limiting excessive and unnatural forces. (Chapter 3)

• A realistic non-linear skin model for hand simulation that produces a soft tissue
behavior under low contact forces, together with incompressibility under high
contact forces. (Chapter 3)

• A hand simulation library that is easy to integrate with trackers, haptic devices
and physics engines, converting it into a convenient modular asset for game
engines in order to facilitate the development of VR applications with physics-
based hand interaction. (Chapter 3)
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• A general optimization-based tactile rendering method for LCSM (Local Con-
tact Surface Modulation) cutaneous wearable devices that minimizes the con-
tact surface deviation between the virtual environment and the actual device,
accounting for the limits of the device workspace. (Chapter 4)

• A general procedure to measure the accuracy of tactile rendering methods for
LCSM devices that estimates the error between the contact force computed in
the simulated environment and the actual force rendered by the device to the
user, which in turn is approximated by simulating the interaction between the
virtual finger model and the virtual representation of the device (Chapter 4)

• An unconditionally passive and easily controlled proxy-based haptic rendering
method for general underactuated devices that computes deviations in the
actuated subspace only and transforms them into force commands that are
optimally constrained to the actuated degrees of freedom. (Chapter 5)

• A theoretical study, supported by synthetic and real-world experiments, that
analyzes the proxy-based haptic rendering method when näıvely applied to
underactuated devices, unveiling the existence of unwanted ghost forces that
are not normal to the environment constraints and can unnaturally disrupt
the user’s intent. These forces are characterized and quantified as a function
of rendering parameters and they can be more severe under higher rendering
impedance. (Chapter 6)

• A haptic rendering strategy for underactuated devices that relies on the use
of anisotropic impedance in the coupling of the proxy and the device in order
to optimally render forces that match perfectly the fully actuated case along
the actuated degrees of freedom and does not produce ghost forces. (Chapter
6)

1.5 Publications

The work presented in this thesis has resulted in several publications, which are
tightly connected to some of the chapters:

• Chapter 3: “Soft Hand Simulation for Smooth and Robust Natural Interac-
tion”, Mickeal Verschoor, Daniel Lobo, and Miguel A. Otaduy. Proceedings
of IEEE Conference on Virtual Reality and 3D User Interfaces (VR), pp. 183
– 190, 2018. [Verschoor et al., 2018]

The main author of this work is Mickeal Verschoor, who designed the hand
simulation methods, while I was the main contributor to the design and de-
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velopment of the simulation library. The work is included in the thesis for
completeness of the interaction methods.

• Chapter 4: “Optimization-Based Wearable Tactile Rendering”, Alvaro Pérez,
Daniel Lobo, Francesco Chinello, Gabriel Cirio, Monica Malvezzi, José San
Mart́ın, Domenico Prattichizzo, and Miguel A. Otaduy. IEEE Transactions
on Haptics 10(2):254 – 264, 2017. [Perez et al., 2017]

The first two authors contributed equally to this publication. Alvaro Pérez
contributed the initial rendering algorithm, which was published in a con-
ference paper. I contributed improvements to this algorithm, as well as the
evaluation methodology.

• Chapter 5: “Proxy-Based Haptic Rendering for Underactuated Haptic De-
vices”, Daniel Lobo, Mine Saraç, Mickeal Verschoor, Massimiliano Solazzi,
Antonio Frisoli, and Miguel A. Otaduy. Proceedings of IEEE World Haptics
Conference (WHC), pp. 48 – 53, 2017. [Lobo et al., 2017]

This work received the ”Best Student Presentation Award” at IEEE World
Haptics 2017.

• Chapter 6: “Rendering of Constraints With Underactuated Haptic Devices”,
Daniel Lobo, Miguel A. Otaduy. IEEE Transactions on Haptics, 13(4): 699 –
708, 2020. [Lobo and Otaduy, 2020]

1.6 Outline

The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:

• Related work: Chapter 2 contextualizes the work of the thesis in the liter-
ature, reviewing the main works that have inspired it. The diverse works are
grouped into three themes: hand simulation, tactile rendering and underactu-
ated haptic rendering.

• Interactive Soft Hand Simulation: Chapter 3 presents an interactive hand
simulation model, describes all the elements that constitute it and details the
energy minimization solver followed.

• An Optimization Approach to Tactile Rendering: Chapter 4 proposes a
general tactile rendering method for local contact surface modulation (LCSM)
as a constrained optimization problem, and explains the details of the imple-
mentation on a wearable thimble-like device.
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• Rendering for Underactuated Haptic Devices: Chapter 5 introduces
an extension of the proxy-based haptic rendering method for underactuated
devices that ensures unconditional passivity and demonstrates its application
to an underactuated finger exoskeleton.

• Optimal Underactuated Rendering: Chapter 6 studies the effects of the
application of standard proxy-based rendering algorithms to underactuated
haptic devices and proposes an optimal rendering strategy that avoids them.

• Conclusions: Chapter 7 reflects on the results of the thesis, identifies and
describes limitations of the presented methods and outlines possible improve-
ments and interesting challenges to tackle in the future.



Chapter 2

Related work

This chapter reviews the most relevant related work that has inspired the devel-
opments of this thesis. Discussions of related work are grouped under three major
themes: (i) methods for hand simulation in virtual reality and haptic applications,
(ii) algorithms for haptic rendering of tactile interactions, and (iii) the study of
haptic rendering with underactuated devices.

2.1 Hand Simulation

The simulation of hands has received attention from multiple angles. In robotics,
several works have developed methods for grasping simulation and control, includ-
ing multi-purpose libraries [Miller and Allen, 2004, Vahrenkamp et al., 2013, León
et al., 2010]. However, in this case the focus is not on the hand’s anthropomor-
phic accuracy. Throughout the years the simulation of humans and the human skin
made a large development towards realism. The first models of human hands were
solely based on rigid bodies and provided some form of force feedback to the user
and a coupling between an articulated and tracked hand was made [Borst and In-
dugula, 2005, Ott et al., 2010, Jacobs et al., 2012]. Although grasping of objects
was possible, the absence of a deformable skin did not allow for accurate simulation
of frictional constraints.

Simulating a human hand that involves a deformable skin requires one to simulate all
different aspects that ultimately form the human hand. This includes the skeleton
and the skin. In those simulations, it is important that each different aspect is
coupled properly with all other parts such that a realistic behavior is obtained,
which makes the problem very challenging to solve. Depending on the required level
of detail, various approaches exist. Highly detailed approaches are for example found
in the work of [Sueda et al., 2008], where the hand is simulated in a very high level

13
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of detail, which includes for example the muscles. Other approaches perform the
deformation in a geometric way, but deformations due to physical interactions are
often not modeled [Kry et al., 2002, Kurihara and Miyata, 2004]. Other methods
use data-driven approaches for modeling the deformation of the hand by learning
from examples. Since these methods are not completely physics-based, it is difficult
to obtain a good deformation while the hand is in contact with an object, [Pollard
and Zordan, 2005, Li et al., 2007, Kry and Pai, 2006].

Using detailed hand simulations with deformable skin in interactive and real-time
applications requires a trade-off between realism and computational costs. To reduce
the computational complexity of simulating deformable hands, often only the fingers
were simulated. This greatly reduces the complexity of the used model [Barbagli
et al., 2004, Frisoli et al., 2006, Ciocarlie et al., 2007, Zilles and Salisbury, 1995]. Re-
alistic simulations of the human hand incorporate a simulation of the rigid skeleton
with a deformable skin connected to the bone structure. Methods that connect a
portion of the deformable skin to the skeleton are for example [Jacobs and Froehlich,
2011, Rivers and James, 2007, Duriez et al., 2008]. More detailed approaches also
simulate parts of the deformation of the skin, like [Pouliquen et al., 2005]. Some
other methods limit complexity by handling contact between the hand and objects
efficiently, e.g., by aggregating contact constraints [Talvas et al., 2015].

A further improvement consists of coupling the simulation of the whole skin to the
bones through two-way coupling. This means that forces in the skin will propagate
to the bones, and the bones can generate, as a result, forces on the skin. Such
approaches greatly improve the realism of deformable hands. The approach of [Garre
et al., 2011] performs the coupling between the bones and the skin in two steps.
First, an approximate configuration of the skeleton is computed, taking constraints
on the joints into account. Next the configuration of the skin is computed given the
configuration of the bones, and the bones are allowed to update the configuration
of the skeleton. Contact is also modeled using hard constraints. Furthermore, the
authors introduce a modified version of virtual coupling [Colgate et al., 1995]. [Perez
et al., 2013a, Perez et al., 2013b] investigated the simulation of non-linear skin based
on strain-limiting constraints and presented an efficient method for solving this kind
of constrained problems [Perez et al., 2016a].

[Hirota and Tagaw, 2016] published a method in which a detailed high-resolution
skin model is simulated. In their approach, the skeleton is not simulated. Instead,
the tracked hand configuration is directly applied to the skeleton, which acts as a
boundary condition on the skin. This may result in too large stress and deformations
in the skin since the simulation does not constrain the motion of the user’s hand, nor
compensate for large deviations from the constraints imposed by virtual objects. In
contrast, the work in [Kim and Park, 2015] deforms the skin using a global blending
of the skin based on the configuration of the underlying skeleton. Here, no physically
based simulation for the skeleton and skin is performed. However, on top of this,
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a local deformation is computed based on the penetration depth of the skin and a
grasped object.

Our proposed hand simulation method, described in Chapter 3, differs from all
previous work. It reaches an accuracy similar to constraint-based methods in the
treatment of skeletal joints, frictional contact, and skin non-linearity, but it does so
in a much more efficient manner, within a unified energy-minimization solver.

2.2 Tactile Rendering

As of today, there is no standardized skin stimulation method for cutaneous haptic
rendering. Vibratory feedback is one stimulation method that has been successfully
used for conveying information through the tactile sensory channel. The most com-
mon example nowadays is the use of vibrotactile displays [Brewster et al., 2007], but
vibratory feedback has also been integrated in wearable devices, e.g., on the user’s
back [Traylor and Tan, 2002], using an arm suit [Lieberman and Breazeal, 2007], on
the foot [Kim et al., 2006], or as a bracelet [Scheggi et al., 2012].

For the rendering methods described in Chapter 4, we adopt a stimulation method
that can be referred to as local contact surface modulation or LCSM. It consists of
displaying a virtual object by imposing on the skin a contact surface that approxi-
mates the one of the virtual object. LCSM can be achieved using pin arrays [Yang
et al., 2007, Yang et al., 2009, Sarakoglou et al., 2012], a mobile platform located
under the finger pad [Frisoli et al., 2008, Prattichizzo et al., 2013, Chinello et al.,
2015], or using a flexible membrane to control the ratio between contact force and
contact area [Serio et al., 2013]. [Dostmohamed and Hayward, 2005] studied the
perception of shape by controlling the trajectory of the contact region, while [Frisoli
et al., 2011] studied the effect of cutaneous feedback on the perception of contact
surface orientation.

LCSM can be considered an extension of contact location display. [Provancher et al.,
2005] designed a device that controls the position of a tactile element under the user’s
finger pad, and they demonstrated the ability to discriminate surface curvature as
well as moving objects. Later, they extended the device to control both tangential
skin stretch and normal contact force [Quek et al., 2014], and they also designed a
rendering algorithm to faithfully account for edge sharpness in the optimization of
contact location [Park et al., 2012].

Skin stretch is yet another possible stimulation method. A precursor for this type of
stimulation method was to modulate slip between the finger pad and a rotating ob-
ject [Salada et al., 2002]. Other example implementations include the application of
distributed and modulated local stretch at high frequencies to simulate texture ex-
ploration [Pasquero and Hayward, 2003], applying stretch with a strap on the finger
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pad [Minamizawa et al., 2007], 2D tangential displacement of the finger pad [Glee-
son et al., 2010, Solazzi et al., 2011], stretch of the finger pad skin with 3 degrees of
freedom [Leonardis et al., 2015], or fabric-based bracelets [Bianchi et al., 2014].

Finally, a recent alternative is the use of air vortices or ultrasound for mid-air cuta-
neous stimulation [Sodhi et al., 2013, Long et al., 2014]. After the work presented
in this thesis, the optimization-based approach followed in Chapter 4 has served as
inspiration for the design of tactile rendering algorithms for ultrasound haptics [Bar-
reiro et al., 2019, Barreiro et al., 2020].

For kinesthetic rendering, two decades of research have led to an accepted algorithm
standard: a tool object is simulated subject to contact constraints with the virtual
environment, and forces are rendered as a function of the deviation between the
constrained tool and the configuration of the haptic device [Zilles and Salisbury,
1995, Ortega et al., 2007, Peterlik et al., 2011, Otaduy et al., 2013, Wang et al.,
2013].

For cutaneous rendering, on the other hand, algorithmic research is scarce. In the
case of data exploration and interaction on tactile displays, there are thorough ren-
dering methods both for vibrotactile feedback [Brewster and Brown, 2004] and for
friction modulation using electrovibration [Kim et al., 2013]. In the case of LCSM,
research on hardware aspects has typically been accompanied by proof-of-concept
demonstrations not capable of rendering arbitrary contact. The thimble-like device
presented by [Prattichizzo et al., 2013] modulates contact area by pressing and ori-
enting a small mobile platform. But this device also supports force rendering, by
controlling the force exerted by the platform on the finger pad, which allows the
use of typical kinesthetic rendering algorithms. To date, the common approach to
cutaneous rendering is to design a simplified contact model for each finger pad, com-
pute a single force (and possibly torque) per finger pad, and display this to the user.
The existing simplified finger contact models include: a non-penetrating frictional
point [Harwin and Melder, 2002], a point contact with frictional moments [Kawasaki
et al., 2011], or one-dimensional deformation models [Barbagli et al., 2004]. These
models ignore the high-resolution mechanoreceptor density of finger skin and largely
oversimplify the complex force fields perceivable by the finger pad into a single force.

Cutaneous rendering enjoys an important advantage over kinesthetic rendering.
Without kinesthetic feedback, the haptic loop is intrinsically passive [Prattichizzo
et al., 2012]. As a result, stability of cutaneous rendering does not impose impedance
or update rate restrictions.

The methods presented in Chapter 4 constitute an extended version of methods
previously published in a conference work [Perez et al., 2015]. In this thesis, we
extend this previous work in multiple ways: we outline the optimization formula-
tion for both open-chain and parallel mechanisms, we incorporate device workspace
constraints thanks to a constrained optimization formulation, we discuss implemen-
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tation details for a type of LCSM device, and we compare the accuracy of our method
to other approaches. After the completion of our research, the optimization-based
methods presented in our papers also served as inspiration to novel optimization-
based rendering methods that account for skin stress matching [Verschoor et al.,
2020].

2.3 Underactuated Haptic Rendering

Underactuation is a common strategy for building cost-effective robotic devices,
in particular exoskeletons and grippers. However, such robotic devices have been
used typically for rehabilitation or for force augmentation, not for haptic rendering.
Therefore, their control strategies are designed to favor the motion of the user,
not to oppose it. [Laliberte et al., 2002] presented one of the first underactuated
robotic hands. Their control problem required the definition of the pose for a target
hand configuration based on the object to be grasped, and then they applied a
PD controller to guide the hand to this pose. [Birglen et al., 2008] issued a PD
position control loop for the actuator, together with a saturating open-loop force
control when grasping was achieved. [Fassih et al., 2012] proposed a PD control in
the joint space, with gravity compensation and the joint elastic torque component.
They defined virtual dampers around the passive joints, and they controlled the
desired positions with a spring damper. [Luo et al., 2014] proposed a sliding-mode
impedance control for robotic grippers, which required knowledge of the dynamics
of the mechanism, and can hardly be extended to exoskeletons due to uncertainty
about the human’s model.

The hand exoskeleton that we use in Chapter 5 [Sarac et al., 2016, Sarac et al.,
2017] performs a PI control on the displacement of a linear actuator, a strategy
that has also been adopted by others [Hasan et al., 2015], including for pneumatic
actuators [Rea, 2011]. [Differ, 2010] focused on the design of a hand prosthesis
instead of grippers. Therefore, their robotic device had to reach a more human-like
behavior, and enforcement of stability was a must. They implemented a passivity-
based control algorithm, with the dynamics of the controller changing with respect
to the contact forces acting on the system in order to balance the total energy.

While underactuated exoskeletons are typically not used for haptic rendering, many
common haptic devices are indeed underactuated. This is the case, for example,
with devices with 6-DoF input (translation and rotation sensing) and 3-DoF output
(force—but no torque—actuation). With impedance-type backdrivable designs, the
non-actuated but useful workspace of the device can be quite rich despite a small
number of actuated DoFs. There has been important effort on the analysis of such
underactuated haptic devices, also from the point of view of haptic rendering of
virtual environments.
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There are several works that have looked at the use of devices with 3-DoF actuation
and 6-DoF sensing for haptic object-object interaction. [Verner and Okamura, 2009]
ran experimental analysis of the performance gain provided by torque feedback over
force-only feedback, which serves to quantify the practical impact of full actuation
vs. underactuation. [Weller and Zachmann, 2012] further confirmed the perfor-
mance gain of full actuation vs. underactuation, but they did not consider how
to optimize the latter. [Lee, 2014] designed a modified penalty-based method that
ensures admissible rendered stiffness while correctly balancing directional forces.

Some works have looked at ways to improve performance and overall perception to
avoid the limitations of underactuation. [Lecuyer et al., 2005] designed a trick such
that, when a virtual wall is explored, the virtual environment is rotated to align the
wall’s normal with the actuated DoFs. [Kadleček et al., 2014], instead, used sensory
substitution and pseudo-haptic feedback to simulate torque feedback.

[Barbagli and Salisbury, 2003] were the first to formalize the analysis of underac-
tuation. They formulated the controllability and observability of haptic devices in
terms of the rank of the subspace of the device workspace that can be effectively
controlled or observed. They also pointed out that the interaction with virtual envi-
ronments through underactuated devices may not be energy-conservative (i.e., may
not be passive). To this end, they analyzed the work done against a virtual wall ren-
dered using a proxy strategy with an underactuated device. [Verner and Okamura,
2006] extended the analysis of Barbagli and Salisbury, and they also reached similar
conclusions about the lack of passivity of näıve proxy-based rendering strategies.
However, in both these works, the authors made two oversimplifying assumptions:
(i) that the force rendered by an underactuated device is simply the projection of
the full force to the actuated DoFs, and (ii) that the motion of the device can be
considered imposed, not a result of the rendering algorithm. In our work in Chap-
ter 6, we analyze the effects of underactuation using a more accurate model of the
device and the rendering algorithm, which unveils the existence of unnatural ghost
forces. The effect of these ghost forces can be more severe than the lack of passivity,
and was completely missed by previous works.

Interestingly, [Kadleček, 2013] documented the existence of ghost forces on stylus-
type haptic devices with 3 actuated (translation) and 3 non-actuated (rotation)
DoFs. He discussed how the user’s intent to rotate against a virtual wall could
produce a large and unnatural translational force. Nevertheless, his work does not
make an attempt to characterize mathematically the ghost forces or solve them
through a fundamental redesign of the rendering algorithm.

Given the limitations of underactuation, it is possible to design optimization strate-
gies that favor different aspects when computing underactuated feedback subject
to some target fully actuated feedback. [Luecke, 2011] considered a haptic device
whose end-effector maps exactly to a virtual object, but it is underactuated. Haptic
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rendering is computed by first defining forces for the virtual object, and then find-
ing optimal control parameters that maximize the similarity between those forces
and the ones actually displayed by the device. The solution does not consider cases
where the virtual object has a higher dimensionality than the end-effector or cases
where the haptic device includes non-actuated DoFs. [Meli and Prattichizzo, 2014]
studied methods to render contact forces through an underactuated device, while
maximizing task performance. For each task, they defined an optimality criterion in
the selection of underactuated feedback. In contrast to theirs, our work in Chapter 5
stands on proxy-based rendering, but it can accommodate task-dependent metrics
in the computation of the proxy.

[Sarac et al., 2018] have compared task performance when optimizing underactuated
feedback according to target forces or target positions. In one of their comparisons,
they separate the user’s intent from the actual trajectory of the device. We find that
this is crucial for understanding ghost forces, but they miss to analyze this aspect.
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Chapter 3

Interactive Soft Hand Simulation

3.1 Introduction

Due to the importance of hands in our interaction with the world, it is no surprise
that the scientific community has witnessed many methods for tracking [Oikonomidis
et al., 2011], simulation [Sueda et al., 2008], animation [Liu, 2008], robotics [Cata-
lano et al., 2014], or touch [Garre et al., 2011] based on the hand. Section 2.1
provides a detailed discussion of previous simulation methods. All the areas men-
tioned above could benefit from a smooth, robust and efficient hand simulation
model, which could be integrated in particular applications.

For hand-based interaction with virtual objects, hand tracking is complemented with
some interaction method that maps the unconstrained pose of the user’s real hand
to a pose of the virtual hand that is constrained by virtual objects. Two major
families of interaction methods are currently used, gesture-based or physics-based,
but neither of them has yet succeeded to achieve natural interaction. Gesture-
based interaction methods lack accuracy, and while sufficient for the animation of
grasp-and-release actions, they fail to support dexterous manipulation with hand
poses that change smoothly during grasp or exploration actions. Physics-based
interaction methods, on the other hand, lack robustness. They let the physics of
frictional contact dictate the interaction between the hand and virtual objects, which
can potentially produce very natural motions. However, due to high computational
complexity, they must trade accuracy for interactivity. Methods that aim for high
accuracy are not robust, while methods that favor interactivity fail to reproduce fine
interactions. Our work can be positioned in between, where we aim for interactivity
while keeping the method reasonably accurate for the performed tasks. Therefore,
we opt for methods that approximate the true behavior of skin deformation and
friction.

21
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We have designed a physics-based hand simulation model that includes all the im-
portant elements for smooth and natural interaction, and it does so using com-
putationally efficient methods for robust interaction. We design an energy-based
formulation for all the relevant mechanical and interaction elements of the hand,
and solve hand dynamics using a single energy-minimization formulation, see sec-
tion 3.2. The simulated hand model includes the following key elements: an artic-
ulated skeleton, nonlinear soft tissue surrounding the skeleton, skeleton-and-tissue
coupling, frictional contact with the virtual environment, and coupling to the tracker
input.

By simulating the hand skeleton, instead of directly applying the tracker input to
the skeleton, our method absorbs the difference between the unconstrained tracked
pose and the virtual hand pose constrained by virtual objects. We refer to our
method as elastic tracking. It succeeds to limit the tracking forces acting on the
hand’s tissue, and thus results in natural hand motion and deformation.

Unlike most methods, which simulate articulated skeletons using constraint-based
methods, we model joints using stiff energies. This choice could introduce some
constraint error, but it is imperceptible in practice, and favors the application of the
efficient energy-minimization solver.

Furthermore, our nonlinear tissue model produces a soft tissue behavior under low
contact forces, together with incompressibility under high contact forces. This non-
linear behavior improves the quality of the deformed hand, i.e., the tissue is not
subject to local collapse of the underlying mesh, resulting in a robust simulation
and a smooth interaction. We simulate the tissue using a linear co-rotational FEM
method, augmented with deformation limits that add a stiff penalty term. Our non-
linear elasticity model requires only minor changes to the regular linear co-rotational
method.

A major result of our method is its ability to simplify the integration with off-
the-shelf physics engines, which allows users to easily interact with virtual worlds
through their hands. To achieve this, two instances of the object are simulated, one
within the energy-minimization solver, and another one in the physics engine. We
implement a coupling between the two instances of the object, which allows hand
forces to be transmitted to the virtual environment, and other environment contacts
to be transmitted to the hand.

By leveraging the easy integration with physics engines and input trackers, we have
implemented our soft hand simulation model as a regular asset of a game engine. We
summarize in section 3.3 the implementation of CLAP, a library that includes the
hand physics solver together with interface modules. As a result, we obtain a hand
asset that can be seamlessly integrated in VR applications developed within a game
engine. This has also simplified the availability of the hand simulation capabilities
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Figure 3.1: Natural and intuitive real-time hand-based interaction. Fine dexterous ma-
nipulation is possible thanks to the efficient and robust simulation of a soft hand model.

for other parts of the thesis. As shown in Figure 3.1, our soft hand model enables
natural and intuitive real-time hand-based interaction.

3.2 Soft Hand Simulation Model

The main philosophy behind our simulation method is to maximize stability by
solving a unified energy minimization problem. The solution to this problem results
in the velocities of the system’s degrees of freedom. Constraints are modeled through
soft constraints or penalty energies, instead of using hard constrains and solving a
large constrained optimization problem. With soft constraints, joint and contact
constraints are not solved exactly, but we show that the resulting inaccuracies are
visually imperceptible. On the other hand, we avoid the computational cost of
constrained optimization, and we guarantee that the simulation is executed with
a deterministic cost on every frame, see subsection 3.4.2. This feature is key for
the robustness of our method. In the following sections we discuss the individual
parts of the simulation method. We start by describing the overall dynamics solver,
followed by details about the various energy terms.

3.2.1 Dynamics

Let us define generalized coordinates q, which comprise soft tissue nodal coordinates
xt, and linear and angular coordinates {xr, θr} of various rigid bodies, such as the
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hand’s phalanxes and rigid objects in the virtual environment. Let us also define
a potential energy U and a kinetic energy T = 1

2
q̇TMq̇, with M the mass matrix

of the full system, built from the mass matrix Mt of the soft tissue and the masses
{mr} and inertia tensors {Ir} of the various rigid bodies.

The equations of motion are given by the Euler-Lagrange equations

∂

∂t

(
∂T

∂q̇

)
− ∂T

∂q
+
∂U

∂q
= m0, (3.1)

which, assuming a constant mass matrix during each time step boils down to

∂

∂t
(Mq̇) +

∂U

∂q
= Mq̈ +

∂U

∂q
= m0. (3.2)

Using a forward difference approximation of accelerations and velocities, we obtain
the backward-Euler time-discretization of the equations of motion:

h(q) = M

(
q− qi −∆tq̇i

∆t2

)
+
∂U

∂q
. (3.3)

As demonstrated in [Martin et al., 2011, Gast et al., 2015], and now applied to
our hand model, the time-discrete equations of motion correspond to the optimality
condition of an energy function E(q) = ∆t2

2
q̈TMq̈+U , with q̈ = q−qi−∆tq̇i

∆t2
. In other

words, the equations of motion are the gradient of the energy, h(q) = ∂E
∂q

.

Solving the minimization using Newton’s method yields h(qi+1) = h(qi)+∆t∂h
∂q

q̇i+1 =
0. And after substituting Eq. 3.3, we obtain the following linear system for each
Newton iteration: (

M + ∆t2
∂2U

∂q2

)
q̇i+1 = Mq̇i −∆t

∂U

∂q
, (3.4)

with ∂2U
∂q2 the Hessian matrix of the potential energy in the system.

We solve for the unknown velocities q̇i+1 using the Preconditioned Conjugate Gra-
dient method, and the new positions are obtained simply as qi+1 = qi + ∆tq̇i+1. In
practice, to keep the simulation cost bounded, we execute only one Newton iteration
per time step.

To fully exploit the energy minimization formulation, we model all internal forces
and all interactions through potential energy terms added toward the total potential
energy:

U = Ut +
∑

Uj +
∑

Ust +
∑

(Un + Uf ) +
∑

Ucrb. (3.5)

The various Uj terms model skeletal joints (Sec. 3.2.2), Ut models the internal forces
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Figure 3.2: Overview of our hand simulation method. We simulate three concurrent loops,
shown in three horizontal layers: a tracking loop, the full hand simulation, and a third-
party simulation. The dark-blue boxes correspond to subsets of the simulation state q,
which are actually simulated; the light-blue circles correspond to energy terms; and the
gray boxes correspond to synchronization copies of state subsets. We also depict the
tracked skeleton using a gray box, because it is considered as a set of static rigid bodies
in the simulation.

of the soft tissue (Sec. 3.2.3), Ust accounts for the coupling between the hand’s skele-
ton and the soft tissue (Sec. 3.2.4), Un and Uf model respectively non-penetration
and friction (Sec. 3.2.5), and the various Ucrb terms denote coupling energies between
rigid bodies, which cover both elastic tracking (Sec. 3.2.6) and coupling with an ex-
ternal physics engine (Sec. 3.2.7). By solving all parts together, the solution takes
the (indirect) influence between different bodies into account, which maximizes the
stability of the simulation.

Our method includes three concurrent simulation instances: the main simulation,
a tracking loop, and the external physics engine. The state of the main simulation
comprises the soft tissue, rigid phalanxes, and the object being manipulated. In
addition, the main simulation takes as input other instances of the phalanxes and
the manipulated object, copied from the tracking loop and the external engine re-
spectively. The state of the tracking loop comprises the rigid phalanxes, and takes
as input the tracked configuration and another instance of the phalanxes copied
from the main simulation. Finally, the physics engine, in addition to its internal
state, takes as input an instance of the manipulated object copied from the main
simulation. The full structure of our method is depicted in Figure 3.2.

3.2.2 Articulated Skeleton

The overall motion of the simulated virtual hand is dictated by the dynamics of the
underlying articulated skeleton, given by the bones and joints which form the hand.
Articulated bodies are typically modeled through a set of rigid bodies connected by
joints, defined as constraints [Baraff, 1996]. This approach works well for articulated
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(a) Linear skin (b) Nonlinear skin

Figure 3.3: Comparison between linear and nonlinear skin. The soft hand pushes against
a static object, while the motion of the user (shown by the green bones) is unconstrained,
resulting in a large stress and strain in the deformable skin. The soft linear model collapses,
while the nonlinear model is able to resist high pressure.

rigid bodies, but poses some problems when one wants to couple the rigid bodies
with the deformable skin of the hand. This requires one to also include the dynamics
of the deformable skin into the formulation of the constrained problem. Since this
is computationally expensive for a reasonably complex deformable skin, we choose
to use soft constraints instead of hard constraints.

For each joint, we define a potential energy Uj. Taking as example a spherical joint
between two rigid bodies a and b, the energy is:

Uj =
1

2
k ‖xa + Rara − xb −Rbrb‖2 , (3.6)

where xa, xb, Ra, and Rb are the positions and rotations of the bodies, and ra and
rb are the vectors from the centers of mass to the location of the spherical joint,
expressed in the local reference system of each body. Similar potential energies can
be defined for other types of joints (e.g., hinge or universal joints), as well as for
joint limits.
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3.2.3 Modeling of Nonlinear Soft Tissue

Human tissue is a typical example of nonlinear material. Under low pressure, the
skin deforms easily. When pressure increases, the rate of deformation decreases and
the material resists large pressure, see Figure 3.3. In order to mimic the nonlinear
behavior of skin, while retaining the computational simplicity of linear materials, we
propose an extension to the co-rotational FEM method. This extension increases the
underlying energy density when a certain threshold is reached. Our method builds
on co-rotational FEM and only needs to compute the unrotated stiffness matrices
once, which makes it attractive for interactive applications.

The potential energy of the elastic soft tissue can be described as

Ut =

∫
Ω

W (F(X))dX, (3.7)

with W the internal energy density function, and F the deformation gradient at an
undeformed point X within the material, see [Teran et al., 2003]. The co-rotational
Finite Element Method (FEM) [Müller and Gross, 2004] discretizes the tissue using a
tetrahedral mesh and computes an unrotated initial instance of the constant stiffness
matrix K0 = ∂2Ut

∂X2 per element. In every time step, K0 is rotated given the current
relative rotation with respect to the initial configuration X, i.e., K = RK0R

T , and
the full stiffness matrix is assembled. The rotations are obtained using a Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) or QR decomposition of the deformation gradient F of
the element.

While co-rotational FEM retains the benefits of linear materials, it fails to capture
the nonlinear behavior of skin. A possible solution is to augment the co-rotational
FEM method with strain-limiting constraints [Perez et al., 2013a, Hernandez et al.,
2013, Perez et al., 2016a]. However, these methods are computationally demanding,
as they require the solution to a constrained optimization problem per simulation
time step.

Instead, we propose a method that does not add a large computational overhead to
the running time of the simulation, yet it is able to mimic the nonlinear behavior
of skin tissue. When the energy density function W of an element exceeds a certain
threshold Wmax, we add a quickly growing energy term. Specifically, the energy
density function becomes:

Wnew = W +
1

2
k

(
W

Wmax

− 1

)2

, (3.8)

with k an additional stiffness parameter. With co-rotational FEM, the underlying
energy density can be obtained through the strain, stress and material parameters
of each element (see [Perez et al., 2013b]), but our nonlinear elasticity method is
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Figure 3.4: Coupling of one tetrahedron with a bone represented by its capsule (gray).
The point xe (green) is the average of the capsule surface samples intersecting a mesh
element (dark blue).

applicable to other constitutive models.

The gradient of the nonlinear energy is:

∂Wnew

∂x
=

(
1 +

k

Wmax

(
W

Wmax

− 1

))
∂W

∂x
. (3.9)

And the Hessian is:

∂2Wnew

∂x2 =
(

1 + k
Wmax

(
W

Wmax
− 1
))

∂2W
∂x2 + k

W 2
max

(
∂W
∂x

) (
∂W
∂x

)T
. (3.10)

As it becomes evident, the per-element forces and stiffness matrix are easily obtained
from the original forces and stiffness matrix. Moreover, if the original stiffness matrix
is SPD, the new stiffness matrix is also SPD, as it is computed as a scaled version
of the original stiffness matrix plus a term given by the outer product of the forces.
The stiffness matrix is not continuous at the energy threshold, but this does not
affect the solution of dynamics within each time step. Finally, the values of k and
Wmax must be chosen carefully to produce the desired nonlinear behavior.

3.2.4 Coupling between Bones and Tissue

We couple the soft tissue of the hand to the underlying skeleton by defining energy
terms that penalize the deviation between the skin tetrahedral mesh and the skeletal
rigid bodies. For each bone, we define a capsule, as shown in Figure 3.4. If a mesh
element e intersects the bone capsule, we sample the surface of the capsule, and
average the positions of the samples that lie inside e to obtain a single representative
point xe. This point can be defined kinematically as a function of the bone position
xr and orientation θr through its position re in the local reference system of the
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bone, and it can also be defined kinematically as a function of element nodes {xi}
through its barycentric coordinates {wi}. For each element and intersected bone
combination, we define the following energy:

Ust =
1

2
k N

∥∥∥∥∥xr + Rrre −
4∑
i=1

wixi

∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (3.11)

with N the number of bone samples that intersect with the mesh element. We
determine the stiffness k as a fraction of a total coupling stiffness ktotal as k =
ktotal/Ntotal, where Ntotal is the total number of samples on the bone capsule. Under
uniform sampling of the bone capsule, this strategy results in a coupling which is
proportional to the intersected area for each bone-element pair.

3.2.5 Contact Handling

For each colliding point on the skin xn, we model non-penetration and friction using
energies that penalize the distance between xn and an artificial anchor point xa on
the surface of the body being touched, see e.g. [Tang et al., 2012].

Contact

To accelerate collision detection, we compute a signed distance field for each object
in the scene at initialization. At runtime, we check for collisions of vertices on
the surface of the hand by querying the distance fields. When a surface vertex xn
collides, i.e., the distance is negative, we initialize the anchor xa at the closest point
on the surface of the touched object, as shown in 3.5a. We also compute the normal
n at the anchor. Then, to model normal contact forces, we define a penalty energy

Un =
1

2
w kn

∥∥nnT (xa − xn)
∥∥2
, (3.12)

with kn the contact stiffness and w a weighting value that is proportional to the
area associated with the skin surface vertex.

Friction

To model tangential (frictional) forces, we define a penalty energy between the
deviation of the contact vertex xn and the anchor xa tangent to the surface:

Uf =
1

2
w kf

∥∥(I− nnT
)

(xa − xn)
∥∥2
, (3.13)
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Figure 3.5: Our contact model. Left: a vertex xn of the skin penetrates the object
(f(x) < 0). At the point of intersection, anchor xa is initialized and the contact normal n
is computed. Right: if kinetic friction applies, anchor xa slides over the surface such that
the corresponding friction force respects Coulomb’s friction model.

where kf is a tangential stiffness.

By updating the anchor node, we determine the frictional behavior. If the anchor
node is kept fixed, we achieve a stick friction regime. On the other hand, if the
anchor node follows the contact vertex, we achieve a slip friction regime, with sliding
friction. During stick conditions, friction acts as a conservative force, and it captures
the tangential compliance of contact. During slip conditions, friction acts as a
dissipative force.

To determine the friction regime, we use the Coulomb friction model. Let us define
the normal force fn = −∂Un/∂xn and the friction force ff = −∂Uf/∂xn. Given a
Coulomb friction coefficient µ, if ‖ff‖ < µ‖fn‖, then the contact is in stick regime
and the anchor is kept fixed. Otherwise, if ‖ff‖ > µ‖fn‖, then the contact is in
slip regime, we let the anchor slide tangent to the surface toward the contact vertex
until the Coulomb condition holds, and we recompute the friction force. Figure 3.5
depicts the computation of the anchor in stick and slip regimes.

3.2.6 Elastic Tracking

We wish to control the simulated hand by tracking the motion of the user’s real
hand. While applying the motion of the tracked hand directly to the skeleton of
the virtual hand may appear logical, this strategy suffers multiple problems. Since
the user’s real hand is unconstrained, the forces on the grasped virtual object can
grow rapidly. Moreover, if the tracking output is noisy or discontinuous, sudden
displacements of the hand may also turn into excessive forces.

As an alternative to direct application of the tracked hand configuration, we imple-
ment a virtual coupling scheme [Colgate et al., 1995] between the simulated hand
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Figure 3.6: Examples of elastic tracking: The user’s hand is shown in green. The images
show the virtual hand while squeezing and pushing on a baseball. The motion of the
virtual hand is obstructed in a realistic and natural way.

and the tracked hand. Such virtual coupling absorbs discontinuities introduced by
the tracking, and it also absorbs large deviations when the simulated hand is con-
strained by contact, as shown in Figure 3.6. As a result, forces are always within
bounds and the simulation is robust.

Layered setup

To maximize the stability of the tracking output fed to the simulation, we execute
a simulation of the hand skeleton at a higher rate. This high-rate skeletal simula-
tion produces the configuration of intermediate bones, taking as input the tracked
hand configuration and the full skeletal simulation. On the other hand, in the full
hand simulation, the tracked hand configuration is replaced by the intermediate
bones, as shown in Figure 3.2. In summary, we maintain three instances of skeletal
representations:

1. Tracked configuration of the hand skeleton

2. Intermediate bones

3. Full articulated skeleton, with joints, coupled with the tissue

To ensure that the intermediate bones follow the tracked configuration, we model
a coupling energy for each pair of corresponding bones. Given two rigid bodies a
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and b (i.e., a tracked bone and its corresponding intermediate bone), we define a
coupling energy

Ucrb =
1

2
kx ‖xa − xb‖2 +

1

2
kθ ‖∆θ‖2 (3.14)

with xa and xb the positions of the two bones, and ∆θ the axis-angle representation
of their relative rotation. kx and kθ are, respectively, linear and angular coupling
stiffness values.

Coupling between two skeleton simulations

Since the high-rate intermediate simulation and the full simulation take place at
different update rates, the coupling between the intermediate bones and the full
skeleton requires a different treatment. The high-rate simulation maintains a copy
of the full skeleton, which is updated after every full simulation step. Similarly, the
full simulation maintains copies of the intermediate bones, which are updated after
every high-rate simulation step.

Both in the high-rate simulation and the full simulation, we model the coupling
between corresponding bones using the same coupling energy as in (3.14). However,
for the coupling between phalanxes, we set kx = 0. In practice, this amounts to
coupling both translation and orientation for the palm, and only orientations for
the phalanxes. We observe that, in this way, hand poses propagate more naturally
through skeletal joints.

In the high-rate simulation, we model the bones as disconnected rigid bodies. Since
the tracked configuration respects physical joint constraints, with disconnected bod-
ies we obtain sufficient accuracy under much lower simulation cost. Note that, in
the high-rate loop, the copy of the full skeleton is maintained constant, and the sim-
ulation boils down to the computation of rigid body dynamics for 16 rigid bodies.
As a result, the cost of the high-rate simulation is negligible in contrast to the full
simulation, and we succeed to support fast motion of the user’s hand robustly.

3.2.7 Coupling with External Physics Engine

Our method can be used together with third-party physics engines. We use our
method to simulate the hand and the object grasped by the hand, but we rely on a
third-party physics engine to simulate the rest of the virtual world.

To connect our hand simulation and the physics engine, we simulate two instances of
the grasped object, as shown in Figure 3.2, and we couple them using the rigid-body
coupling energy given in (3.14). To implement this coupling, within each simulation
we maintain a copy of the other instance.
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Figure 3.7: Thanks to the coupling between our simulation and the external physics engine,
the user is able to interact with the full virtual environment. Our simulation deals only
with the motion of the hand and the grasped object.

However, a straightforward copy of body states across simulations makes the cou-
pling explicit, even though the integration method we use is implicit, and the sim-
ulations are prone to instabilities. Instead, to improve accuracy and stability, we
use higher order approximations of the positions and orientations of the copies. In
our hand simulation, let us denote the local instance of the grasped object as a, and
the instance copied from the physics engine as b. In addition to the position and
orientation of b, we also copy from the physics engine its velocities and accelerations.
Then, prior to a simulation step, we approximate the position and orientation of b
assuming constant acceleration since the previous update. In some physics engines,
velocities and accelerations might be readily available or might be computed from
the applied force and torque. If this is not possible, we approximate them using
finite differences.

Thanks to our coupling method, we achieve a complete two-way coupling between
the hand and the virtual world. The hand simulation is able to respond to collisions
of the grasped object with other objects in the virtual world, while the objects in the
virtual world can be moved indirectly by our simulated hand through the grasped
object. See Figure 3.7 for an example. Furthermore, if the scales between the two
simulations are different, the inertia tensor, linear velocity and acceleration need to
be scaled. See [Glondu et al., 2010] for more information about scaling properties
between two simulations. The mass of the objects in both simulations are set to the
same value.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic overview of the CLAP library.

3.3 Integration in a Game Engine

As mentioned in the introduction, one major advantage of our simulation method
is that it enables seamless integration with off-the-shelf physics engines. Building
on this feature, we have encapsulated our hand simulation method within CLAP, a
library that simplifies the integration with other modules. In particular, CLAP con-
stitutes an asset of a game engine, and the soft hand model can be easily integrated
in a virtual environment. CLAP is a modular library for hand simulation, which
allows easy integration of different types of tracking hardware, and it is also able to
drive various types of haptics and tactile devices through device-specific drivers or
modules. CLAP also provides an interface for third-party simulation-environments,
like Unity or Unreal Engine, to share information about the state of objects that
are allowed to interact with our simulation. Furthermore, these environments are
used for displaying the state of the simulated hand. Thanks to the modular setup,
users may develop customized drivers for their hardware, with easy integration with
existing software. Figure 3.8 shows a schematic overview of the CLAP library.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Implementation Details

In all examples, we discretize the soft tissue using a tetrahedral mesh with 856
elements, created using TetGen [Si, 2015]. The deformation of the tetrahedral mesh
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is interpolated to an embedded high-resolution triangle mesh with 23640 triangles
representing the surface of the hand. For the soft tissue model, we have set Young’s
modulus to 105 Pa and Poisson’s ration to 0.33.

For the various energy terms in the model, we have used the following settings. In
the coupling between skeleton and tissue, we have used a total stiffness ktotal =
3.2× 106 N/m. For the skeletal joints, we have used a high stiffness of 2× 105 N/m
to minimize constraint deviation. For the nonlinear skin mode, we have set the
maximum energy density Wmax to 2500 J/m3, and the nonlinear energy stiffness to
1000 J/m3. For the coupling between the tracked and simulated hands, we have
set the linear and angular stiffness values to 50 N/m and 200 Nm/rad respectively.
For the coupling with the third-party engine, we have set them to 170 N/m and
70 Nm/rad respectively.

All graspable rigid objects in the virtual world had a mass of 0.1 kg, with a Coulomb
friction coefficient µ = 0.5. In addition, at initialization we compute signed distance
fields of 643 voxels with an additional narrow-band of 8 voxels outside the object,
which take 3 MB of memory on average. For complex shapes, this could grow up to
6 MB.

We have integrated our hand simulation in Unreal Engine 4, using NVIDIA PhysX
3.3 as third-party physics engine. In our examples, the third-party simulation loop
runs at a rate between 60 and 120 Hz. For hand tracking, we have used LeapMotion,
and the tracking loop runs at a fixed rate of 250 Hz. Finally, we have used Eigen to
implement the linear algebra operations in the simulation. In each simulation step,
we solve the linear system in (3.4) using the Conjugate Gradient method with warm
start, a Jacobi preconditioner and a tolerance of 10−5.

3.4.2 Timings

We carried out all experiments on an Intel Core i7-5820K CPU, with the full hand
simulation executed in a single core. Figure 3.9 shows timing results of a simulation
in which the user grasps, squeezes, releases and touches the ball object shown in
Figure 3.6. Overall, we obtain a stable simulation frame rate between 45 and 65
steps per second. At the beginning of the simulation, before the tracker detects the
hand, the frame rate reaches 90 steps per second, and suddenly drops to about 50
steps per second, with a fast and sudden motion of the simulated hand. Thanks
to elastic tracking, the simulation handles this event robustly. In normal operation
mode, the simulation cost is split almost evenly between setting up and solving the
system in (3.4). Each piece takes approximately 10 ms and the dominant factor
affecting the cost is the resolution of the FEM mesh. When the user firmly grasps
an object, the solver requires slightly more time to converge due to an increase
in contacts and energy terms. The cost of collision detection, however, remains
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negligible under 0.7 ms, thanks to the use of precomputed distance fields.
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Figure 3.9: Breakdown of timings of our simulation. The simulation cost is split almost
evenly between system setup and system solve.

3.4.3 Stability

Thanks to the coupling between the simulated skeleton and the tracked hand, we
obtain a stable and smooth motion of the simulated hand. The simulated system
consists of multiple energy terms, but since all the energy terms are minimized at
once, we reach a stable result. The inclusion of contact and friction as part of the
energy terms ensures that we also achieve very stable grasping of arbitrary objects.
In Figure 3.6, we show examples where the user smashes an object on the floor while
holding it in the hand, builds a stack of arbitrary objects, or interacts naturally with
the objects. While these scenarios are challenging for other methods, we show the
robustness of our approach. We compare our method with a direct application
of the tracked hand configuration to the skeleton of the simulated hand. In this
case, excessive forces are not absorbed and the tissue deforms unrealistically, while
the motion of the hand and fingers is noisy and sometimes discontinuous. When an
object is pushed on the ground, the system starts to vibrate due to the high stiffness
of the contact energies.
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3.4.4 Skin Deformation

Figure 3.3 shows the differences between the linear and nonlinear skin models pre-
sented in subsection 3.2.3. The deformable hand is pushed against a static object
by tracking the motion of the user’s hand. Note that the tracked hand is shown
in green, and it has a similar deviation with respect to the simulated hand in both
cases. In Fig. 3.3a, the linear FEM model cannot resist the pressure generated by
the difference between the tracked and simulated skeleton. In Fig. 3.3b, on the other
hand, the nonlinear model performs well under the same conditions.

3.4.5 Coupling with Existing Physics Engines

Figure 3.7 shows snapshots of our simulation coupled with the NVIDIA PhysX
engine. Thanks to the coupling described in subsection 3.2.7, the user is able to
interact with the virtual environment that is simulated in a different simulation loop.
Please note that instances of objects simulated in our simulation are not aware of
each other since no collisions are detected between the objects in our simulation.
However, collisions are detected in the third-party simulation and energies between
the instances are exchanged. Therefore, the motion of the virtual hand is effectively
influenced by these collisions.

3.5 Discussion and Future Work

Thanks to the simulation method described in this chapter, we are able to naturally
interact with a virtual environment using a robust simulation of a virtual hand. We
show that a coarse tetrahedral mesh (e.g., in contrast to the one of [Hirota and
Tagaw, 2016]) is sufficient for obtaining smooth and natural interaction. The key
aspect is to simulate the full skeletal dynamics of the hand, to model interactions
using energy potentials, and to solve dynamics as a single energy minimization
problem.

Our simulation method is not free of limitations. In order to maintain a determin-
istic simulation cost, we have made several strategic design decisions that currently
limit the range of available interactions. First, we do not support self-collisions of the
hand. As our fast collision detection relies on precomputed distance fields, we do not
support contact between deformable objects or the within the hand. This limitation
could be relaxed by using fast distance field computation methods (e.g., [Glondu
et al., 2014]). Second, the object being touched by the hand must be rigid. Our
current solver relies on a fixed state size and a rigid-body coupling between the
main simulation and the third-party engine. Adding the ability to touch deformable
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objects would require more versatile state management, support of deformable ob-
jects by the third-party engine, and coupling between deformable objects. Third,
the user is limited to touching only one object at a time. In this way, we bound
the cost of the hand simulation loop and the complexity of the coupling to the
third-party engine. Fourth, modeling interactions through coupling potentials may
require parameter tuning in certain cases. In particular, lifting heavy objects might
require stiffer couplings. For ordinary objects lighter than 0.5 kg, we have observed
no issues with the default parameters.

In addition to relaxing limitations, there are further ways in which we could extend
the features of our method. Some applications might require a higher-resolution
tetrahedral mesh for the hand’s soft tissue. For instance, currently the nails may
deform under high-pressure contact, and interactions with sharp edges are not ac-
curately. Porting our simulation method to the GPU might enable a finer tetrahe-
dralization. Our hand model is also limited to be right-handed and of fixed size.
With the addition of a parameterized hand model with variable phalanx length,
width, gender, and skin color, we can adapt the model to each particular user, mak-
ing tracking more accurate and the interaction experience more personal. Finally,
another interesting extension is the support for two-handed interaction.

The work described in this chapter is complementary to haptic and tactile rendering,
and the simulation model serves as an excellent foundation for the computation of
haptic and tactile output, as described in detail in the following chapters. The
addition of haptic feedback makes interactions even more natural by restricting the
motion of the user. In the results shown in this chapter, however, user’s motion
is unconstrained, and the tracked hand postures may be difficult to convey to the
simulation when the user largely penetrates virtual constraints.

To conclude, in future work we would like to conduct a thorough user study and
further validate our model. Currently, the CLAP library is available for for both
Unity and Unreal Engine.



Chapter 4

An Optimization Approach
to Tactile Rendering

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 2.2, haptic rendering has been mostly implemented mostly
using kinesthetic devices. In that setting, the problem can be formulated as the
simulation of a tool object in contact with other environment objects, and feedback
is displayed by either commanding the configuration of this tool object to the device
(in admittance display), or by computing coupling forces between the tool object
and the device (in impedance display) [Otaduy et al., 2013].

In recent years we have witnessed the advent of multiple cutaneous haptic devices,
using a variety of stimuli to convey haptic information (vibrotactile feedback, local
contact surface modulation, skin stretch, or even ultrasound feedback). Currently,
haptic rendering of virtual environments is mostly limited to tool-based interaction,
but the progress on cutaneous devices opens the door to direct hand interaction too.
Moreover, cutaneous feedback, which operates with smaller forces than kinesthetic
feedback, does not need to be grounded on an external support, and can therefore be
wearable. As the hardware technology becomes available, the question then arises:
How should haptic rendering be formulated for cutaneous devices?

In this chapter, we propose a formulation of tactile rendering as an optimization
problem. Given a simulation of virtual contact between a model of the user’s skin
and a virtual environment, we formulate the control of a tactile interface as the
problem of maximizing the similarity of contact between the user’s real skin and
the tactile interface. This work extends the methods introduced by [Perez et al.,
2015], who proposed an optimization-based tactile rendering algorithm for a large
family of wearable cutaneous devices that stimulate the skin through local contact
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Figure 4.1: Example of tactile rendering during the exploration of a ball. The image
on the left shows virtual contact between the soft finger model and the ball. Based on
the colliding finger points, our optimization-based algorithm computes the optimal device
configuration, shown on the right, such that the contact surface displayed to the user is as
similar as possible to the virtual contact surface. The inset shows a virtual representation
of the optimal device configuration in the local reference of the finger, simulating the
deformation produced by the device in contact with the finger.

surface modulation (LCSM). The rendering algorithm was based on the principle of
contact surface matching, i.e., minimizing the deviation between the contact surface
in the virtual environment and the contact surface rendered by the device. In this
chapter, we augment optimization-based tactile rendering to account for workspace
limits of the devices, turning the formulation into a constrained optimization. We
also support a larger set of devices, both parallel and open-chain mechanisms.

As we summarize in Section 4.2, as a first step we follow a strategy similar to
tool-based kinesthetic rendering algorithms: we simulate the interaction between a
model of the user’s skin and the virtual environment. For optimal estimation of the
contact surface with the virtual environment, we simulate the skin using a nonlinear
model [Perez et al., 2013a].

As a second step, we formulate the computation of the device configuration as an
optimization problem, minimizing the contact surface deviation between the virtual
environment and the actual device. In Section 4.3, we formulate tactile rendering
in general terms as a constrained optimization, both for open-chain and parallel
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Figure 4.2: Schematic depiction of Contact Surface Matching. Left: Contact between a
finger model F and a virtual object O produces a set of points in contact C, shown in
red, and a set of points not in contact N, in blue. Right: Contact Surface Matching aims
to optimize the configuration of the device D such that the sets of points in contact and
not in contact are preserved. The figure shows an unoptimzed device configuration. To
compute signed distances for points not in contact, we extend the device as a 90-degree
truncated cone (shown as dotted lines).

mechanisms, and accounting for device workspace constraints.

We demonstrate the application of our tactile rendering algorithm on a wearable
thimble-like device [Chinello et al., 2015]. In Section 4.4 we discuss specifics of the
implementation of the rendering algorithm for this device.

We have tested our rendering algorithm on a variety of contact configurations, such
as the exploration of a ball shown in Fig. 4.1. Most importantly, we have analyzed
the error between the contact forces in the virtual environment and the forces pro-
duced by our tactile rendering algorithm. We have compared this force error for
several methods, and we demonstrate that the constrained optimization formula-
tion outperforms the unconstrained optimization of [Perez et al., 2015], as well as
device-specific heuristic approaches.

4.2 Tactile Rendering Overview

In our context, tactile rendering consists of defining control commands for a tactile
device, such that the user perceives forces and positions that simulate contact with
a virtual environment. We do this following a model-based control approach. We
track the position and orientation of the user’s finger, and we use them to guide the
simulation of a virtual model of the finger in the virtual environment. We compute
contact information (i.e., forces and deformations) for the surface of the finger pad
model, and we use this information to compute a configuration of the tactile device
that produces the best-matching contact on the user’s real finger pad.
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In this work, we formulate the computation of the device configuration as a contact
surface matching optimization problem. We optimize the geometry of contact with
the user’s finger pad, not contact forces. With our approach, optimization of contact
geometry is computationally less expensive than optimization of contact forces, but
it is best suited for interaction with rigid or stiff virtual objects, not with soft virtual
objects.

Fig. 4.2 depicts the elements involved in the optimization problem. Without loss
of generality, let us assume that contact takes place between a finger model F and
a virtual object O. At every simulation step, we identify the contact surface SO
between F and O. Using the tactile device, we will try to produce a contact surface
SD between the device D and the real finger, such that both contact surfaces are
as similar as possible, i.e., min ‖SO − SD‖ under an appropriate similarity metric.
In Section 4.3 we describe our contact surface matching optimization algorithm in
detail.

To estimate the contact surface SD between the device D and the real finger, we
actually compute the contact surface between the device and the finger model F.
Therefore, the accuracy of our model-based control approach depends to a large
extent on the accuracy of the finger model. As the device D moves against the
user’s actual finger, the surface of the skin will change. Therefore, to compute a
correct surface matching, the simulation of contact between the finger model F, the
virtual object O, and the device must be as realistic as possible, and must predict
how the surface of the real finger will be affected by contact.

We simulate the skin using a strain-limiting deformation model [Perez et al., 2013a],
which is capable of reproducing the extreme nonlinearities in human skin, solved
efficiently with a nonlinear constrained dynamics solver [Perez et al., 2016b]. At low
forces, we compute deformations using a regular linear corotational finite element
model (FEM) [Müller and Gross, 2004]. With a low Young modulus the finger pad
of F deforms even with low forces, hence replicating the behavior of true skin. At
high forces, we augment the linear corotational FEM formulation with strain-limiting
constraints. Constraints are defined on the principal components of the deformation
gradient, and they are activated locally on each element of the FEM model when
its deformation exceeds a certain value. In this way, parts of the skin that reach
the deformation limit start acting rigidly. The deformation of the finger pad of F
saturates at high forces. This nonlinear model can be tuned for each particular user,
with an error of less than 17% in its force-area response [Miguel et al., 2015].

To couple the skin simulation to the user’s motion, we follow the same overall
architecture as in [Garre et al., 2011]. For the case of a finger, we track the motion
of the user’s finger in the real world, set a viscoelastic coupling between the tracked
configuration and a simulated rigid body in the virtual world, and set stiff spring
connections between this simulated rigid body and the nodes of the FEM model of
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the skin. As a result, when the user moves the finger, the motion is transmitted to
the FEM model F. When the simulated finger is constrained by contact, the user
may continue moving the real finger in an unconstrained manner, due to the lack
of kinesthetic feedback. However, no matter how large the coupling force is, the
deformation limits of the finger model ensure that the deformation of the finger,
and hence tactile rendering, remains valid.

4.3 Contact Surface Matching

The major novelty in our approach is the formulation of tactile rendering as a con-
strained optimization problem on the configuration of the device. In this section,
we describe in detail this optimization problem. We start with a generic descrip-
tion of the optimization formulation, discussing differences between open-chain and
parallel mechanisms, and introducing device workspace limits as constraints. Then
we formulate a contact surface deviation metric, which forms the core of contact
surface matching as an optimization problem. And we conclude by discussing the
solver for the optimization problem and additional required computations.

4.3.1 Open-Chain Vs. Parallel Mechanisms

The formulation of contact surface matching differs slightly depending on the type
of kinematic structure of the tactile device. Here, we consider two broad types
of devices, those built using an open-chain mechanism, and those built using a
parallel mechanism. For these two types, the natural search space of the optimization
algorithm is different, to account for the kinematics functions that can be expressed
in closed-form and those that cannot.

Let us define the actuator coordinates of the device as q, and the end-effector co-
ordinates as w. For an open-chain mechanism, we can express in closed-form the
forward kinematics w(q). For a parallel mechanism, instead, we can express in
closed-form the inverse kinematics q(w).

A LCSM device defines a surface geometry D, which is a direct outcome of the end-
effector coordinates, i.e., D(w). Contact surface matching can be expressed as the
minimization of some objective function f that depends on the device geometry D.
But the search for the optimal device configuration should account for the workspace
constraints of the device, which can be expressed in terms of the actuator coordinates
as C(q) ≥ 0. Then, putting it all together, contact surface matching is expressed as
a constrained optimization problem.

For an open-chain mechanism, we exploit the closed-form expression of forward
kinematics, and compute optimal actuator coordinates q∗ as the solution to the
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following constrained optimization problem:

q∗ = arg min f(D(w(q))), s.t. C(q) ≥ 0. (4.1)

For a parallel mechanism, we exploit the closed-form expression of inverse kinemat-
ics, and compute optimal end-effector coordinates w∗ as the solution to the following
constrained optimization problem:

w∗ = arg min f(D(w)), s.t. C(q(w)) ≥ 0. (4.2)

And then we compute the optimal actuator coordinates q∗ using the inverse kine-
matics.

4.3.2 Definition of the Objective Function

Conceptually, given the surface of the virtual object O and the surface of the device
D, we want the contact surface between the finger model F and these two surfaces
to be the same, i.e., SO = SD. In other words, the points in contact in both surfaces
should be the same, and the points not in contact should also be the same. Points
in contact between the finger F and the virtual object O have zero distance, and we
wish the same points to have zero distance between the finger F and the device D.
But for points not in contact between the finger model and the virtual object, we
simply want them to have positive distance between the finger model and the device
(where negative distance means that the points of the finger penetrate the device);
in this case the values of distances do not need to match. Our surface matching
descriptor is more relaxed than surface-to-surface distance metrics (e.g., Hausdorff
distance). But, at the same time, it ensures that both points in contact and points
not in contact are accounted for when determining the deviation of contact surfaces.

We formalize the contact surface deviation in the following way. Given a set of
sample points {xi} on the surface of the finger model F, we split them into a set CO
of points in contact with the virtual object O, and a set NO of points not in contact.
This information is provided by the skin contact simulation described in Section 4.2.
For points in contact, i ∈ CO, we wish their distance to the device D to be zero. To
favor this fact, we design a quadratic cost function as shown in Fig. 4.3-left. For
points not in contact, i ∈ NO, we wish their distance to the device D to be positive.
To favor this fact, we design an asymmetric cost function as shown in Fig. 4.3-right.
In practice, we want the distance of points not in contact to be larger than a small
tolerance ε. Then, let us define the set CD of points in contact with the device as
those sample points on the finger model’s surface that are closer than a distance ε
from the device.
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Figure 4.3: The cost functions are different for points in contact or not in contact. For
points in contact (left), we penalize equally the distance to the device. For points not
in contact (right), we penalize only those that penetrate the device (i.e., with negative
distance).

Altogether, we define the objective function of contact surface matching as the
following contact surface deviation metric. It adds up two terms that use different
distance functions: one for points in contact with the virtual object, and another
one for points not in contact with the virtual object but in contact with the device:

f =
1

2

∑
i∈CO

dist( xi, D )2 +
1

2

∑
i∈NO∩CD

( dist( xi, D ) − ε )2. (4.3)

This objective function is minimized for actuator coordinates following (4.1) in case
of open-chain mechanisms, or it is minimized for end-effector coordinates follow-
ing (4.2) in case of parallel mechanisms. In Section 4.4 we describe the objective
function in more detail for the particular type of LCSM device used in our experi-
ments.

The evaluation of distances between device D and finger model F in (4.3) should
use an accurate model of the finger skin, which deforms accurately according to
the configuration of the device. But computing this deformation as part of the
optimization process would not be computationally feasible. Instead, we exploit the
same skin simulation we use to compute the contact surface SO with the virtual
object. If the device succeeds to produce a similar contact, we can safely assume
that the real finger will be deformed similar to the simulated finger F. Based on this
observation, on every rendering frame we take the deformed finger model F, and use
this deformed finger to compute distances to the device model.

The objective function in (4.3) could include a temporal smoothing term to elim-
inate possible jitter and alleviate the presence of local minima. However, in our
implementation we have not added such a term to focus the evaluation of results on
raw contact surface matching.
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4.3.3 Optimization Algorithm

We have explored several gradient-based methods to solve the constrained optimiza-
tion problems in (4.1) and (4.2). In practice, we have obtained good performance
using the SLSQP sequential quadratic programming routine in NLopt [Johnson, ].
This routine requires the computation of gradients of the objective function and the
constraints.

Let us consider the constrained optimization problem in (4.2) for parallel mecha-
nisms; the formulation is similar for open-chain mechanisms. Then, the gradient of
the objective function from (4.3) w.r.t. end-effector coordinates can be expressed in
general terms as:

∂f

∂w
=
∑
i∈CO

dist(xi,D)
∂dist(xi,D)

∂D
∂D
∂w

+
∑

i∈NO∩CD

(dist(xi,D)− ε)∂dist(xi,D)

∂D
∂D
∂w

.

(4.4)
Note that this gradient adds up two terms: one for points in contact with the
virtual object, and another one for points not in contact with the virtual object but
in contact with the device.

And the gradient of the workspace constraints w.r.t. end-effector coordinates can
be expressed as:

∂C

∂w
=
∂C

∂q

∂q

∂w
. (4.5)

Given a parameterization of the surface of the device, D, the computation of gradi-
ents makes use of four derivative terms: the derivative of the distance function w.r.t.
to the parameterization of D, ∂dist(xi,D)

∂D ; the derivative of this parameterization w.r.t.
end-effector coordinates, ∂D

∂w
; the derivative of workspace constraints w.r.t. actuator

coordinates, ∂C
∂q

; and the derivative of inverse kinematics ∂q
∂w

. Of course, all these
derivatives are specific to each LCSM device. If the optimization method reaches a
singular configuration of the device (i.e., a singular Jacobian of inverse kinematics
∂q
∂w

for a parallel mechanism or a singular Jacobian of forward kinematics ∂w
∂q

for

an open-chain mechanism), a small regularization can be added to the solver. The
test device used in our examples does not exhibit singular configurations within its
workspace.

4.4 Rendering with a Wearable Thimble

We have implemented our general tactile rendering algorithm on the robotic wear-
able thimble shown in Fig. 4.4. In this section, we first provide a description of
the main characteristics of the device. Then, we describe the specific details for the
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a) b) c)

Figure 4.4: Thimble-type device used in our experiments. From left to right: (a) actual
device, worn by a user; (b) schematic drawing of the device; and (c) variables and di-
mensions used in the kinematics analysis. The device is wearable, with a fixed platform
mounted on the nail and a mobile disk-like platform in contact with the finger pad. The
parallel structure is controlled through three joint angles (q1, q2, q3), which yield two ro-
tational DoFs (pitch θ and roll ψ) and one translational DoF (normal translation ∆z),
which in turn determine the contact surface exposed to the finger pad.

implementation of the optimization algorithm, namely the computation of contact
distances as a function of end-effector coordinates and the computation of inverse
kinematics.

4.4.1 The Device

We use the thimble-like cutaneous device designed by [Chinello et al., 2015], shown
in Fig. 4.4-a. It is composed of a fixed and a mobile part. The fixed part is grounded
on the middle phalanx of the index finger, on the nail side, and holds three servo-
motors. The joint angles of these servomotors constitute the actuator coordinates
in our formulation, q = (q1, q2, q3). The fixed and mobile parts are connected us-
ing three limbs with an RRS (Revolute-Revolute-Spherical) structure [Tsai, 1999],
which leads to a parallel mechanism with two angular DoFs (pitch θ and roll ψ) and
one translational DoF (a displacement ∆z), shown in Fig. 4.4-b. These constitute
the end-effector coordinates in our formulation, i.e., w = (θ, ψ,∆z). The mobile
part is formed by a disk-shaped platform placed under the finger pad, and its mo-
tion exposes a locally controllable surface to the finger pad. We parameterize this
disk-shaped platform using the center of its surface p and its unit normal n, i.e.,
D = (p,n).

The device is actuated using three servomotors with good stall torque and position
control capabilities. When all three servomotors are actuated in the same direction,
the disk platform may exert a force of up to 4.7 N. We communicate to the device
firmware position commands (i.e., the optimal platform configuration) on an outer
control loop running at 50 Hz. The device itself admits either position or force
commands on the outer loop, as described in [Prattichizzo et al., 2013], but using
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the modified kinematics of the design in [Chinello et al., 2015]. Then, an inner
loop controls the position of each servomotor at a rate up to 1 kHz. The firmware
transforms the desired platform configuration into desired joint angles, but note that
our constrained optimization guarantees that these joint angles are always within
the valid workspace of the device.

4.4.2 Contact Surface and Distance Function

The parameters of the mobile platform, D = (p,n), can be expressed as a function
of the end-effector coordinates w through the following kinematic relationships.

The three legs of the device are attached at fixed points on the mobile platform.
These points have the following fixed positions in the local reference frame of the
mobile platform:

B1,0 = (b, 0, 0)T , (4.6)

B2,0 =
(
−b sin(cos−1(bh/b)), − bh, 0

)T
,

B3,0 =
(
−b sin(cos−1(bh/b)), bh, 0

)T
,

with platform dimensions {b = 20 mm, bh = 10.5 mm}, as shown in Fig. 4.4-c.

The yaw angle φ of the platform can be obtained from roll and pitch angles as

φ = tan−1
(

sin θ sinψ
cos θ+cosψ

)
. Then, the rotation of the mobile platform w.r.t. a reference

frame on the fixed platform is R = R(z, φ) R(y, θ) R(x, ψ).

The center of the mobile platform is transformed to:

p =

 b/2 (cosφ cos θ − sinφ sin θ sinψ − cosφ cosψ)
−b sinφ cos θ

∆z

 . (4.7)

And the attachment points of the legs are transformed to:

B1 = p + R B1,0, B2 = p + R B2,0, B3 = p + R B3,0. (4.8)

From these we obtain the transformed normal:

n =
(B2 −B1)× (B3 −B1)

‖(B2 −B1)× (B3 −B1)‖
. (4.9)

By differentiating these kinematic relationships, we also obtain the derivatives ∂p
∂w

and ∂n
∂w

needed in the computation of the gradient of the objective function in (4.4).

The evaluation of the objective function (4.3) requires the computation of distances
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from points on the surface of the finger model F, {xi}, to the device platform. For
points in contact with the virtual object, i ∈ CO, we use an unsigned distance
function to the mobile platform, because their cost function is symmetric. The
distance computation distinguishes those points that are closer to the interior of the
disk from those that are closer to the circumference of the disk. The same distinction
is made for the computation of distance gradients ∂dist(xi,D)

∂D in (4.4).

For points not in contact with the virtual object, i ∈ NO, the cost function is not
symmetric, hence they require the definition of a signed distance function. We follow
a simple heuristic. We extend the device as a 90-degree truncated cone, as shown
in Fig. 4.2, and we compute distances by distinguishing three cases: points that are
closer to the interior of the disk, to the circumference of the disk, or to the surface of
the cone. The cone approach worked well in practice, hence we did not investigate
other options.

4.4.3 Inverse Kinematics and Workspace Constraints

With the proposed parallel mechanism, actuator joint angles q can be computed
from the end-effector coordinates w using a closed-form solution of inverse kinemat-
ics.

The three legs of the device are attached at fixed points on the fixed platform. These
points have the following positions in the reference frame of the fixed platform:

A1 = (a, 0, 0)T , (4.10)

A2 =
(
−a sin(cos−1(ah/a)), − ah, 0

)T
,

A3 =
(
−a sin(cos−1(ah/a)), ah, 0

)T
,

with platform dimensions {a = 15 mm, ah = 5 mm}, as shown in Fig. 4.4-c.

For each joint i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we compute the leg angle:

βi = π − cos−1

((
Ai

‖Ai‖

)T
Bi −Ai

‖Bi −Ai‖

)
; (4.11)

the leg base angle:

γi = cos−1

(
L2 − l2 − ‖Bi −Ai‖2

−2 l ‖Bi −Ai‖

)
; (4.12)

and finally the joint angle:
qi = π − γi − βi, (4.13)

with leg lengths {l = 10 mm, L = 25 mm}. The device would reach a singular
configuration if the l and L legs in Fig. 4.4-c are aligned, but such situations are
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prevented through both hardware and software constraints.

On our device, workspace constraints are simple box constraints on the joint an-
gles, i.e., qmin ≤ qi ≤ qmax. The constraint gradients in (4.5) can be expressed by
differentiating these box constraints, ∂Ci

∂qi
= ±1, as well as the inverse kinematics

formulation above to obtain ∂qi
∂w

.

4.5 Experiments and Results

In this section, we provide implementation details about the full software and hard-
ware platform in which we have tested our tactile rendering algorithm, and we dis-
cuss the results on different experiments. In particular, we discuss an error analysis
of tactile rendering based on constrained optimization, compared to unconstrained
optimization and a heuristic device-specific approach.

4.5.1 Implementation Platform and Performance

To simulate the deformation of the finger model F, we use a tetrahedral mesh with
347 elements and 120 nodes, which is visible in Fig. 4.5-e and Fig. 4.5-f. Out of
these nodes, we use 33 nodes located on the finger pad of the model to compute
the contact surface deviation metric in (4.3). We chose the resolution of the finger
model to achieve a good balance between accuracy and update rate. For LCSM
tactile devices with few DoFs, the current model resolution is sufficient, but LCSM
devices with more DoFs might benefit from models with higher resolution.

To track the user’s finger, we use a LeapMotion device, which offers a sampling rate
of 200 Hz. Its tracking resolution is highly dependent on external conditions.

However, in practice, the update rate is limited by our rendering algorithm, which
runs at an average of 50 Hz. The dominant cost corresponds to the finger and
contact simulation step (around 16 ms). The cost of device optimization grows from
less than 1ms with unconstrained optimization to just under 4ms with constrained
optimization. We have executed all our experiments on a PC with an Intel Core-
i7 2600 (3.4GHz) and 8GB of RAM. We have used Windows 10 in our examples,
although our rendering algorithm and its implementation are multi-platform.

4.5.2 Exploration Examples

We have tested our tactile rendering algorithm on a variety of contact configura-
tions. Fig. 4.5 shows three examples of users exploring virtual surfaces with various
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a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

Figure 4.5: Examples of tactile exploration on different surfaces. Thanks to our
optimization-based tactile rendering algorithm, the device adapts its configuration to
display a contact surface that maximizes the similarity with the contact surface in the
virtual environment. From top to bottom, we show three different contact scenarios: (a,b)
Pressing against a flat surface. The device moves normal to the finger pad to match the
compression in the virtual environment. (c,d) Exploration of an edge. Even though the
flat device cannot accurately render sharp features, our rendering algorithm estimates
device orientations that display a best-fit rounded edge. (e,f) Exploration of a sphere.
The device preserves the relative orientation between the finger pad and the surface being
touched. In the sphere example, the images also show the low-resolution tetrahedral mesh
used for the simulation of finger deformations.
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properties, while our tactile rendering algorithm commands the LCSM device used
for testing.

Fig. 4.5-a and Fig. 4.5-b show a compressive motion of the finger pad against a flat
surface. When the finger model F presses against the virtual surface, its contact area
grows. As a result, our optimization computes a device platform configuration that
increases the number of points in contact, and the platform moves towards the user’s
finger, generating an increasing normal force on the finger pad. The compressive
deformation in this example is accurately rendered by the test device, as the relative
motion between virtual finger and virtual surface matches exactly the translational
DoF of the device.

Fig. 4.5-c and Fig. 4.5-d show an exploratory motion of the finger over an edge.
The device used in our examples cannot render sharp features, but our optimization
algorithm automatically finds a rounded edge as the most similar contact surface.
Rendering of edge contact is a clear example of the influence of points not in contact
in the objective function (4.3). In Fig. 4.5-d, the finger pad of the finger model is
only partially in contact with the top flat surface. Using only points in contact for
contact surface matching would bias the orientation of the device platform toward
the orientation of the top flat surface. However, our rendering algorithm accounts for
points in the finger pad not in contact, and finds a compromise device configuration
by tilting the device platform and thus eliciting the perception of exploring a rounded
edge.

Fig. 4.5-e and Fig. 4.5-f show an exploratory motion of the finger over the surface
of a ball. In this case, the relative orientation and the contact location on the finger
model vary during exploration. The optimization finds the device configuration that
best approximates points in contact and points not in contact, subject to the DoFs
and worskpace limits of the device. A fully accurate planar approximation of the
contact surface would require a LCSM device with 5 DoFs (i.e., full rigid motion
except for the yaw angle), but the test device, not the tactile rendering algorithm,
is limited to 3 DoFs.

4.5.3 Error Analysis and Comparisons

To validate the accuracy of our tactile rendering algorithm, we have designed a
procedure to estimate the error between the contact force field computed in the
simulated environment and the actual force field displayed by the device to the user.
Note that our rendering algorithm does not use contact force information; therefore,
our validation procedure avoids any bias in the comparison to other rendering meth-
ods. Due to the difficulty to measure a contact force field between the actual device
and the user’s finger, and thanks to the availability of an accurate finger simulation
model [Perez et al., 2013a], we perform a simulation-based estimation of the contact
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a) b) c)

Figure 4.6: These images highlight the rendering quality of our constrained optimization
algorithm on a rolling motion of the finger. a) With unconstrained optimization, we
obtain a device configuration that matches almost perfectly the underlying surface, but
this configuration is not feasible due to device workspace constraints. b) We project the
result of unconstrained optimization to the feasible workspace, but this produces a device
configuration that penetrates deep into the finger model. This results in an excessive
compression of the finger by the real-world device, hence in a high force error. c) With
constrained optimization, we obtain a device configuration that satisfies the workspace
constraints, yet it matches as close as possible the contact surface. Error grows quickly
for the plane-fitting and unconstrained optimization methods when the device hits its
maximum roll angle (35 degrees).

force field between the device and the user’s finger. Moreover, simulation-based
force estimation allows us to use controlled synthetic trajectories and to factor out
other variables such as device bandwidth or device grounding, and we can focus on
the validation of our tactile rendering approach alone.

Given a tactile rendering output, we execute a contact simulation between a virtual
model of the device and the finger model, mimicking the interaction between the
actual device platform and the user’s finger. In this simulation, the finger model
is fixed on the nail side, to reproduce the grounding of the fixed part of the de-
vice described in Section 4.4.1, and the device platform is positioned relative to its
grounding, according to the configuration output by the tactile rendering algorithm.
Then, we simulate the deformation of the finger model in contact with the device
platform, using the accurate nonlinear skin model. The resulting deformation and
forces serve as an accurate estimate of the contact undergone by the user’s real fin-
ger during tactile rendering. The left image shows the virtual contact between the
finger model and the ball, the right image shows the real-world interaction between
the device and the user’s finger resulting from tactile rendering, and the inset shows
the simulation of contact between the device model and the finger model for error
estimation.

For every tactile rendering step, and for the finger model interacting with the virtual
environment, we evaluate the contact force Fi on each of the finger surface nodes
used for contact surface matching as described in Section 4.5.1. For the finger model
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interacting with the simulated device, we also measure the contact force Fi on each
of the finger surface nodes. Then, we evaluate the contact force field error per
rendering step as

∑
i ‖Fi − Fi‖.

We have evaluated the error of our rendering algorithm and we have compared it to
other approaches on a finger rolling motion, shown in Fig. 4.6. We have designed
a synthetic trajectory where the finger starts flat on a plane and then rolls slowly
to one side. We compare the output of our tactile rendering using constrained
optimization, unconstrained optimization as described in [Perez et al., 2015], and a
device-dependent plane-fitting heuristic. A plane-fitting heuristic works reasonably
well for contact with planar surfaces and for our particular device, but it does
not generalize to arbitrary contact configurations or devices. Both unconstrained
optimization and plane-fitting are followed by a constraint projection step to fit the
actuator coordinates inside the workspace limits. Since the forward kinematics are
not given in closed-form for our device, this projection is also formulated and solved
as an optimization problem.

The snapshots in Fig. 4.6 depict the problems occurring with the unconstrained opti-
mization, which are even more severe with simple plane-fitting. With unconstrained
optimization, the device configuration matches almost perfectly the underlying plane
(see Fig. 4.6-a), but this configuration is not feasible due to device workspace con-
straints. Once the device configuration is projected to the feasible workspace, the
device penetrates deep into the finger model (see Fig. 4.6-b), which results in an
excessive compression of the finger by the device, hence in a high rendering error.
With our constrained optimization, instead, we obtain a device configuration that
satisfies the workspace constraints, yet it matches as close as possible the contact
plane (see Fig. 4.6-c).

Fig. 4.7 shows the contact force field error as a function of the roll angle, for all
three methods. Once the finger reaches a roll angle of 35 degrees, the device hits its
workspace limits, and the error grows quickly under unconstrained optimization or
plane-fitting. With our tactile rendering approach based on constrained optimiza-
tion, the contact force field is well approximated even when the device reaches its
workspace limits. With all three methods, the force field exhibits an offset error of
approximately 0.5 N, which is due to the application of the input rolling trajectory.

Our error metric does not account for inaccuracies of the finger model, inaccuracies of
the contact model, device bandwidth, or device mounting imperfections. Neverthe-
less, our error analysis provides conclusive evidence of the benefits of our rendering
algorithm in contrast to simpler approaches. During actual tactile rendering of in-
teraction with virtual environments, lack of collocation of the virtual and real fingers
may constitute an additional source of perceptual error. In combination with visual
rendering, and due to visual dominance over proprioception, the user expects to feel
contact as visually perceived in the simulation; therefore, the perceived error due
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Figure 4.7: Contact force field error for the finger rolling motion in Fig. 4.6. The error
is compared for three different methods: a custom heuristic plane-fitting method (red),
unconstrained optimization (green), and our constrained optimization method (blue).

to lack of collocation is expected to be minimal. If visual feedback is not provided,
lack of collocation resulting from wearability may have a larger influence and needs
further analysis.

4.6 Discussion and Future Work

In this chapter, we have presented an optimization-based approach for tactile ren-
dering. The core of our approach is to search for the device configuration that
produces a contact surface that matches as close as possible the contact surface
in the virtual environment. Our optimization-based tactile rendering is general, as
it is valid for all types of local contact surface modulation devices, either based on
open-chain mechanisms or parallel mechanisms, and it also handles device workspace
constraints. Thanks to this generality, this optimization-based approach establishes
a formal framework for cutaneous rendering.

The demonstrations show only finger tracking instead of full-hand tracking, and
virtual environments that are static and computationally simple. Using a novel
fast solver for nonlinear constrained dynamics, we have demonstrated the tactile
rendering algorithm in the context of multi-finger grasping interactions [Perez et al.,
2016b]. Although not tested in our examples either, it would be possible to apply
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the algorithm to other LCSM devices, including other parallel-kinematics devices
and open-chain devices; extend the implementation beyond the finger pad; and
adapt the geometric and mechanical parameter values of the finger model for each
user [Miguel et al., 2015]. The influence of each parameter on the final accuracy of
tactile rendering requires further analysis though.

The performance of the optimization is roughly linear in the number of vertices,
although this could be accelerated by reducing computations for far vertices. But
the main performance bottleneck is the number of DoFs of the device. Currently,
with just three DoFs, this is not a problem, but more complex devices might need
faster optimizations. With more complex devices, constrained optimization might
suffer from local minima problems too.

As a final remark, the central idea of our approach, i.e., posing cutaneous rendering
as a contact surface matching problem, admits extensions too. Ideally, one would
want to match contact forces, or even internal stress in the finger, not just the
geometry of contact surfaces, but the computation of contact forces and deformations
in the context of an optimization framework would be far more complex. Indeed,
the contact surface matching approach is valid only for virtual objects that are rigid
or stiffer than the finger pad. With a soft object the contact area would grow fast
even for very low forces, and an LCSM device with a rigid mobile platform would fail
to render such effects correctly. After the work carried out in this thesis, [Verschoor
et al., 2020] followed the idea of optimization-based rendering recently, and extended
it to match internal skin stress.



Chapter 5

Rendering for Underactuated
Haptic Devices

5.1 Introduction

The tactile rendering algorithm presented in the previous chapter follows an opti-
mization approach to compute the command of the haptic device, trying to match
the rendered stimulus to the stimulus simulated on a virtual environment. On
the other hand, kinesthetic haptic rendering algorithms follow a different, well-
established methodology, that renders contact between a virtual object and a virtual
environment by simulating the object as a proxy of the haptic device. The core idea
is simple. The tracked configuration of the haptic device is mapped to a virtual
object (a.k.a. haptic probe) in the virtual environment, a proxy of this probe is
computed by minimizing the distance to the haptic probe subject to environment
constraints, a command force is computed based on the deviation between haptic
probe and proxy, the force is mapped back to the device, and finally the force is
displayed to the user. This approach assumes an impedance-type device, but can
be adopted on admittance-type devices with small modifications.

Such a simple and elegant approach was initially named god-object [Zilles and Sal-
isbury, 1995] or virtual proxy [Ruspini et al., 1997b] in 3-DoF haptic rendering.
It was extended for rendering of rigid tools in 6-DoF haptic rendering [McNeely
et al., 1999, Ortega et al., 2007, Wang et al., 2013], also for rendering of contact
between deformable objects [Duriez et al., 2006, Barbič and James, 2007], and even
for rendering of direct touch by interpreting virtual fingers and hands as haptic
probes [Garre et al., 2011, Perez et al., 2015]. A formalization and generalization of
the approach can be found in [Otaduy et al., 2013].

Proxy-based haptic rendering has reached this level of standardization thanks to the
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Figure 5.1: Contact with a soft hand being rendered through an underactuated exoskele-
ton.

simplicity of stability conditions. If the simulation of the proxy is passive, stability
can be enforced simply by appropriate tuning of a controller that links the proxy
and the haptic probe [Colgate et al., 1995, Adams and Hannaford, 1999].

But the standard proxy-based rendering method makes an important assumption.
The actuated DoFs of the device match exactly a subset of the DoFs of the proxy.
Unfortunately, this assumption does not hold for many interesting haptic systems.
On one hand, computational models and resources grow steadily, and we can cur-
rently afford interactive simulation of rich and complex haptic proxies, with many
more degrees of freedom than the haptic device [Perez et al., 2016b, Wang et al.,
2014, Xu and Barbič, 2016]. On the other hand, novel designs of exoskeletons
exploit complex underactuated mechanisms to maximize wearability, minimize ac-
tuators, etc. [Laliberte et al., 2002]. In such haptic systems, actuated DoFs may not
map to a subset of the DoFs of the haptic proxy. As we show in the chapter, näıve
application of proxy-based rendering to underactuated devices produces undesired
results.

We present an extension of the proxy-based haptic rendering algorithm for general
underactuated devices. The core conceptual novelty is to define two instances of the
proxy: one, as usual, fully simulated and constrained by the virtual environment;
the other one constrained to the subspace defined by the DoFs of the device, where
actuated and non-actuated DoFs are trivially separable. Thanks to the subspace
proxy, we can compute feedback haptic commands that are optimally constrained to
actuated DoFs, and we can do this using regular controllers as in the standard ren-
dering method. Moreover, our formulation is general. It admits haptic and virtual
configuration spaces of different dimensionality, and connected through nonlinear
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mappings.

We express our rendering algorithm using a general optimization formulation. This
approach enables simple and elegant formulation and interpretation, and it leaves the
mathematical and implementation details to each particular type of device, virtual
proxy, and objective function. Nonetheless, we describe a particular implementation
using an underactuated finger exoskeleton [Sarac et al., 2016, Sarac et al., 2017] for
haptic rendering of soft grasping interactions, as shown in Fig. 5.1.

In the next section, we focus on the analysis of standard proxy-based haptic ren-
dering from the standpoint of haptic and virtual configuration spaces. Then, we
extend the analysis to underactuated haptic devices, and we formulate our novel
subspace-proxy-based haptic rendering method. The full formulation requires the
solution to a nonlinear optimization problem, and we introduce an extension that
uses linearized device kinematics to yield a quadratic optimization problem with a
computationally efficient closed-form solution.

We carry out a theoretical analysis that validates the benefit of our method over
other approaches. We evaluate the displayed impedance of our method in con-
trast to standard proxy-based haptic rendering and to a projection to the null-space
of non-actuated DoFs. Our method offers unconditional passivity, and it also en-
joys configuration-independent displayed impedance, which helps maximize trans-
parency. To conclude, we show the application of our general formulation to the
underactuated finger exoskeleton.

5.2 Notation

We denote as Q = Qa × Qn the configuration space of the haptic device, with Qa
the actuated configuration space (resulting from actuated DoFs), and Qn the non-
actuated configuration space (resulting from non-actuated DoFs). q = (qa,qn)T ∈
Q represents a device state, with qa ∈ Qa the state of actuated DoFs, and qn ∈ Qn
the state of non-actuated DoFs. For ease of notation, we define a selection matrix
S that selects the actuated state from the complete state, i.e., qa = S q.

Similarly, we denote as X the (unconstrained) configuration space of the virtual
object. x ∈ X represents a virtual state.

There is a kinematic mapping f : Q → X from the configuration space of the device
to the configuration space of the virtual object. Then, we can compute a virtual
state corresponding to a device state, i.e., x = f(q). Fig. 5.2 shows a conceptual
representation of the haptic and virtual configuration spaces, together with their
mapping. We denote as J = ∂x

∂q
the Jacobian of the mapping f , which allows a

linearization of the typically nonlinear mapping f . We also split the Jacobian into
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the device configuration space Q (left) and the
virtual configuration space X (right). q represents the device state and f(q) its corre-
sponding configuration in the virtual environment, i.e., the haptic probe; x represents
the standard proxy; q∗ represents the subspace proxy and f(q∗) its corresponding con-
figuration in the virtual environment. The images also represent the linear subspaces of
actuated and non-actuated motion in the virtual environment, Ja and Jn.

J = (Ja,Jn), with Ja = ∂x
∂qa

and Jn = ∂x
∂qn

the Jacobians w.r.t. actuated and non-
actuated DoFs respectively. Only when the number of DoFs of X and Q match, J
is square, and the mapping f may be invertible.

Finally, we denote as τ a device force vector, and as f a generalized virtual force. For
the exposition, we will assume impedance-mode rendering. However, all methods
could be applied in admittance-mode rendering by exchanging force commands with
position commands.

5.3 Review of Proxy-Based Haptic Rendering

We start this section with a formal description of the standard proxy-based haptic
rendering method. We discuss its major assumptions and the problems induced
when the method is applied to underactuated devices, in particular the effects on
passivity and rendered impedance. Next, we consider a variation of proxy-based
rendering, which computes optimal actuator forces subject to underactuation con-
straints. We show that, while this method typically satisfies passivity, it yields a
configuration-dependent rendering impedance.
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5.3.1 Standard Rendering Algorithm

Let us define the state of the device q, and the corresponding position of the haptic
probe in the virtual environment f(q). Proxy-based rendering computes a proxy
x that minimizes the distance to the probe according to a certain metric, subject
to environment constraints. Then, the method computes a force f = Zx ∆x in the
virtual environment, based on a mechanical impedance Zx and the displacement
from the probe to the proxy ∆x = x− f(q). Next, the force is transformed to the
configuration space of the device using the Jacobian transpose approach: τ = JT f .
Finally, forces are displayed.

The standard proxy-based rendering algorithm makes important assumptions about
the configuration spaces Q and X : their dimensionality is the same, the Jacobian
J is hence square, and the mapping f is invertible. This is the case, for example,
in typical 3-DoF and 6-DoF haptic rendering systems. In haptic rendering of de-
formable objects using stylus devices, it is easy to extract a rigid subspace of the full
deformable configuration space (using, e.g., rigid modes or a rigid handle), and de-
fine this rigid subspace as X for the purpose of applying the proxy-based rendering
algorithm.

5.3.2 Analysis for Underactuated Systems

With underactuated devices, even if a full force vector τ is computed, force can
obviously be rendered only on actuated DoFs. The effective force resulting from the
application of the proxy-based rendering algorithm to an underactuated device is
then:

τa = JTa f = JTa Zx ∆x. (5.1)

Simple projection of the forces to the actuated DoFs fails to reproduce target forces
that lie in the null-space of the actuated DoFs. In some popular types of underactu-
ated haptic systems, it is easy to map the actuated DoFs to a well-defined subspace
of the full virtual configuration space, e.g., in systems with 6-DoF input (translation
and rotation) and 3-DoF output (force only). In these cases, the Jacobian J is block
diagonal, and the forces of virtual DoFs that map to actuated DoFs are matched
exactly, while the forces of other virtual DoFs are simply zero.

We can formally analyze the rendering algorithm in terms of the displayed impedance
∂τ
∂q

. The rendering method is passive if the displayed impedance is negative definite,
i.e., all its eigenvalues are negative. In the following analysis, we make two approx-
imations. We ignore the local change of the proxy position due to the motion of
the device, i.e., ∂x

∂q
= 0. And we also ignore the local change of the Jacobian, i.e.,

∂J
∂q

= 0.
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From (5.1), and with τ = ST τa, we have:

∂τ

∂q
= −ST JTa Zx J. (5.2)

There is no guarantee that the displayed impedance is negative definite.

5.3.3 Null-Space Force Optimization

Let us now consider a variation of proxy-based haptic rendering that accounts for
underactuation prior to transforming the target force f = Zx ∆x to the configuration
space of the device. In essence, the method transforms a different force f∗, as close
as possible to the target force, but which yields no forces on non-actuated DoFs.
The approach can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem:

τa = JTa f∗, with (5.3)

f∗ = arg min ‖f∗ − f‖2, s.t. JTn f∗ = 0,

with closed-form solution:

τa = JTa

(
I− Jn

(
JTn Jn

)−1
JTn

)
Zx ∆x. (5.4)

The interpretation of the equation above is that the method projects the target
forces f to the null-space of the non-actuated DoFs prior to applying the Jacobian
transpose.

In this case, the displayed impedance is:

∂τ

∂q
= −ST JTa

(
I− Jn

(
JTn Jn

)−1
JTn

)
Zx J. (5.5)

In a simple case where Zx is a uniform stiffness for all DoFs of the virtual object,
i.e., Zx = k I, then ∂τa

∂qn
= 0 and all eigenvalues of ∂τa

∂qa
are negative, hence passivity

is guaranteed. But this is not necessarily the case if the impedance Zx is more
complex.

In addition, to ensure stability of the rendering, the stiffness of the displayed impedance
must be bounded as a function of the sampling rate [Colgate and Brown, 1994]. As
∂τ
∂q

depends on the actuated and non-actuated Jacobians Ja and Jn, stability im-
poses complex nonlinear conditions on the impedance Zx. We can conclude that,
with null-space force optimization, maximization of rendering transparency depends
in a complex nonlinear way on the mapping from device configuration space to vir-
tual configuration space.
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Based on these conclusions, instead of just optimizing rendered forces of the stan-
dard proxy-based method, we seek a novel rendering method that addresses the
challenge of underactuation while remaining passive, and also simplifies maximizing
transparency.

5.4 Rendering for Underactuated Devices

In this section, we propose our novel haptic rendering method for underactuated
devices. We first present a nonlinear formulation of a subspace proxy constrained
to device DoFs, and we then linearize the problem to yield an efficient rendering
method. We conclude with an analysis of the benefits of the method vs. the two
methods discussed in the previous section.

5.4.1 Subspace Proxy

The rationale of our method is simple. We wish to exploit all benefits of the proxy-
based rendering method, namely: (i) accurate visual simulation of the virtual object,
(ii) simple rendering of forces based on deviations between proxy and probe, and
(iii) simple maximization of transparency by tuning the displayed impedance.

To achieve this, and to circumvent the dimensionality difference of Q and X , we
define two different proxies. The classical proxy, x ∈ X , is a virtual object that is
simulated by minimizing the distance to the haptic probe subject to environment
constraints; and a subspace proxy, q∗ ∈ Q, is a proxy constrained to the configuration
space of the device Q. Thanks to the classical proxy x, we retain visual accuracy of
the simulation. Thanks to the subspace proxy q∗, we can compute forces directly
based on the deviation ∆qa = q∗a − qa in the actuated state of the device. And
as a corollary, transparency is easily maximized by tuning the display impedance
directly on the actuated DoFs.

Given a haptic device state q, we compute the subspace proxy q∗ by finding the
corresponding virtual configuration f(q∗) that minimizes the distance to the proxy
x. In practice, this is done by solving an optimization problem.

Once the subspace proxy is computed, we can also compute the device force (on the
actuated DoFs) τa based on a rendering impedance Zq and the deviation ∆qa =
S ∆q on the actuated DoFs alone. Formally, we define our subspace-proxy-based
haptic rendering as follows:

τa = Zq S (q∗ − q) , with (5.6)

q∗ = arg min ‖x− f(q∗)‖2.
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The main challenge of this formulation is that the mapping f is nonlinear, and
finding q∗ requires solving a nonlinear optimization. Next, we relax this challenge.

5.4.2 Linearized Subspace Proxy

By linearizing the mapping f at the current device state q, the optimization problem
in (5.6) turns into a simple quadratic optimization:

τa = Zq S ∆q, with (5.7)

∆q = arg min ‖∆x− J ∆q‖2,

with the following closed-form solution:

τa = Zq S
(
JT J

)−1
JT ∆x. (5.8)

The interpretation of the equation above is that the method projects the proxy devi-
ation ∆x onto the device DoFs to compute a subspace proxy deviation prior to the
force computation. This implies an important conceptual difference w.r.t. the stan-
dard proxy-based rendering method. The standard method transforms forces from
the virtual environment to the device, whereas our method transforms displacements
and keeps force computation at the device level.

The computational cost of the method is negligible. It requires the solution of a
linear system whose size is given by the number of DoFs of the device.

5.4.3 Analysis

Similar to Section 5.3, we analyze the displayed impedance, which in this case is:

∂τ

∂q
= −ST Zq S. (5.9)

This impedance yields two notable results. First, passivity is easily enforced, simply
by ensuring that the rendering impedance Zq is positive definite. Second, trans-
parency is easily maximized, simply by setting the stiffness terms in Zq to the max-
imum allowed by stability constraints. Unlike the methods studied in Section 5.3,
the displayed impedance is not affected by configuration-dependent scaling factors.
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Figure 5.3: Left: The underactuated exoskeleton used as benchmark, indicating its linear
actuator and various sensors. Right: Schematic representation of the kinematic structure,
including the device DoFs (lx actuated and qB non-actuated) and the end-effector DoFs
(qo1 MCP joint and qo2 PIP joint).

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Device

As a benchmark for our rendering method, we have used a single finger component
of an underactuated hand exoskeleton. The device applies only normal forces to
the finger phalanges during flexion/extension of the fingers, and these forces are
distributed by a single linear actuator. Fig. 5.3-right shows the kinematics of the
device, where the linear actuator (Firgelli L16) with displacement qa = (lx) provides
rotation to the MCP and PIP joints x = (qo1, qo2)T . The underactuation property
distributes the actuator’s force based on contact forces, allowing for automatic ad-
justment for different tasks (see [Sarac et al., 2016] for further information). The
mechanism includes a potentiometer (see Fig. 5.3-left) to measure a non-actuated
joint qn = (qB) and achieve pose estimation of the finger joints throughout the
operation [Sarac et al., 2017].

A Delfino board has been used to control the device and read the sensors through
ADC pins with 1 kHz frequency. The communication between the host computer
and the control board is set by a simple USB port, which limits the communication
speed to 500 Hz. The desired actuator force τa, which is calculated by the optimiza-
tion process, is used directly as the reference input for a closed-loop force control
algorithm, while the actual forces are measured thanks to the force sensor shown in
Fig. 5.3-left.
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Figure 5.4: Performance comparison of the three rendering methods discussed in the
section (standard, null-space, and subspace). In the test, the proxy is kept still at a zero
angle, and the rendering impedances are normalized to factor out the average scale in Ja.
From left to right: (i) Motion of the joint angles; (ii) Output force for the three methods;
(iii) Theoretical displayed impedance; and (iv) impedance displayed in practice. With our
subspace method, the displayed impedance is always negative, and hence the rendering is
passive.

5.5.2 Virtual Environment

We render virtual interactions between a soft finger model [Perez et al., 2013a]
and other objects, as shown in Fig. 5.1. We track the motion of the palm with
a LeapMotion device, and we integrate it with the tracking of the finger provided
by the exoskeleton. This combined tracking sets the configuration q of the device,
which we transform into the probe representation of the phalanges f(q) using the two
joints mentioned above. We model contact between the soft finger and other objects,
thus constraining the proxy phalanges, and then apply our rendering algorithm to
compute the device force command.
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5.5.3 Experiments

We have recorded several finger trajectories and their associated rendering compu-
tations. For the experiments, we have used as impedance a normalized stiffness to
factor out the average scale in Ja, i.e., Zq = 1 and Zx = 1

avg(‖Ja‖)2 I. To compare our
subspace rendering method with the standard and null-space methods, we carry out
force computation and impedance analysis in a controlled setting. Given a recorded
finger trajectory, we fix the proxy at x = 0, and we compute the output force on the
linear actuator, as well as the displayed impedance ∂τa

∂qa
. We compute this impedance

(a) following the theoretical formulations in (5.2), (5.5), and (5.9) respectively for
the three rendering methods, and (b) through finite differences of the applied force
and the device motion between frames, i.e., ∆τa

∆qa
.

Fig. 5.4 shows the results for a sample finger trajectory. Our subspace-proxy-based
method is always passive in the experiment, according to the theoretical result but
also in practice. The standard and null-space methods, on the other hand, are
not always passive in practice. This contradicts the theoretical results, due to the
missing ∂J

∂q
term.

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we have analyzed the problem of haptic rendering on underactuated
devices, considering generic kinematic relationships between the haptic device and
the virtual world. To address this problem, we propose a novel haptic rendering
method, which extends the classic proxy-based method with a subspace proxy to
enable an efficient mapping between configuration spaces. Our theoretical analysis
indicates that the proposed method offers superior passivity and transparency prop-
erties. We have also validated the results on an underactuated hand exoskeleton.

Our novel rendering method opens up multiple avenues for further investigation.
First, our rendering algorithm linearizes the mapping from device to virtual workspace,
which works well when the deviation between device state and subspace proxy is
small. A full nonlinear solve would be more robust under large proxy deviations, but
it requires efficient solution methods. Second, the overall quality of haptic rendering
can be optimized in a task- and device-specific manner by tuning the objective func-
tions that guide the computation of the proxy and the subspace proxy. And third, in
our impedance analysis we have made two important approximations, namely that
the proxy remains still and that the Jacobian of the mapping from device to virtual
workspace is constant. A passivity controller could be needed to enforce passivity
in all cases. In the next chapter, we relax the assumption that the proxy remains
still, and we consider motion of the proxy induced by the user’s intent. We find
that this is strongly necessary for underactuated devices. In contrast to fully actu-
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ated devices, where the proxy is largely controlled by the device, in underactuated
devices some DoFs of the proxy are entirely determined by the user’s intent. As we
discuss next, neglecting this observation can lead to inadequate conclusions about
rendering algorithms.



Chapter 6

Optimal Underactuated Rendering

6.1 Introduction

As extensively discussed in the previous chapter, underactuated haptic devices enjoy
multiple degrees of freedom (DoFs), but provide force feedback only on a portion
of those DoFs. Underactuation allows for a high-dimensional configuration space
without the need to equip all DoFs with actuation mechanisms, which translates
into a small form factor at the price of limited feedback capabilities. In practice,
underactuation has been a popular strategy for the design of haptic devices, in-
cluding stylus devices [Massie and Salisbury, 1994] or exoskeletons [Laliberte et al.,
2002, Heo et al., 2012].

However, the design of appropriate rendering algorithms has received considerable
less attention. In this chapter, we carry out a theoretical analysis of the classic proxy-
based strategy for rendering virtual walls [Zilles and Salisbury, 1995, Ruspini et al.,
1997b], when applied to underactuated devices. Proxy-based rendering decouples
the design of stable interaction from the simulation of device interaction with the
virtual environment [Colgate et al., 1995], and can be applied to arbitrary devices
and virtual environment interactions [Otaduy et al., 2013].

Previous works already identified passivity issues due to näıve application of proxy-
based strategies to underactuated devices [Barbagli and Salisbury, 2003, Verner and
Okamura, 2006], and in the previous chapter we have presented a method to im-
prove the stability of underactuated proxy-based rendering, by enforcing passivity
conditions. However, we have found that proxy-based rendering can suffer even
more severe problems, which to our knowledge have not even been documented to
date. Proxy-based rendering produces unwanted ghost forces on underactuated de-
vices, which result in very unnatural motion when exploring virtual walls. Even our
methods presented in the previous chapter suffer such issues, which went unnoticed
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Figure 6.1: When a user (in yellow) aims to penetrate a virtual wall, fully actuated
rendering produces the response in blue, where the haptic device slides along the wall.
We have found that, instead, näıve underactuated rendering produces the response in red,
with unnatural ghost forces that make the device slide in the completely opposite direction.
We have also designed an optimal underactuated rendering algorithm that produces the
response in green, where the forces along actuated DoFs match exactly those of the fully
actuated case.

in our initial analysis due to imprecise assumptions about the motion of the proxy.

Take for example the 2D scenario shown in Fig. 6.1, with a haptic device with
one active DoF and one passive DoF. The user, in yellow, tries to move the device
from point A to point B, and collides on his/her way with a slanted virtual wall at
W. With a fully actuated device, shown in blue, proxy-based rendering produces
forces normal to the wall, and the device follows the user’s intent subject to the
wall constraint, reaching point F. With an underactuated device, one would expect
the device to behave optimally as shown in green, reaching point O, i.e., on the
active DoF the motion of the device is the same as in the fully actuated case, and
on the passive DoF the motion is dictated by the user. However, näıve proxy-based
rendering makes the device slide along the virtual wall, hence it can never reach
the optimal point O. Due to underactuation, the motion of the passive DoF is
dictated by the user, while the motion of the active DoF respects the virtual wall,
and moves the device as shown in red, reaching point N. In practice, underactuated
proxy-based rendering produces forces that are not normal to the wall constraint.
The user experiences this effect as ghost forces that may even drive the device away
from his/her intent, as shown in the example in Fig. 6.1.

In our analysis, we have quantified the ghost forces of näıve proxy-based rendering
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strategies as a function of rendering parameters. Interestingly, we have found that
ghost forces can be more severe under higher rendering impedance, hence they com-
pete with rendering transparency. Our analysis is based on a fundamental difference
with all previous work. When studying the rendering algorithm, we do not consider
the configuration of the haptic device as an independent variable, i.e., a known
given input. Instead, we account for the user’s intent as an independent variable,
and study the device configuration as a variable that depends on the rendered forces
and the user’s intent together. One may wonder why is this additional complexity
not necessary when analyzing proxy-based rendering for fully actuated devices, why
can the device configuration be safely considered an independent variable. The
reason is that, in fully actuated proxy-based rendering, rendered forces are work-
less, normal to the constraints, hence they only stop the device. In underactuated
rendering, on the other hand, rendered forces may actually move the device.

Based on our analysis, we also provide a solution for optimal underactuated ren-
dering. This solution relies on the use of anisotropic impedance in the coupling of
the proxy and the device. In this work, we provide a simple way to estimate opti-
mal rendering parameters. We report synthetic experiments together with a simple
real-world experiment where we have applied our solution for optimal underactuated
rendering, and our results validate the theoretical findings.

Practical underactuated devices exhibit sources of complexity not covered in our
initial analysis, such as nonlinear mappings to and from configuration space and
operational space (e.g., devices with rotational DoFs), or multiple actuated DoFs
with diverse geometric and mechanical characteristics. We believe that this work is
just a first step toward the design of rendering algorithms for underactuated haptics,
and our theoretical findings deserve further extension to address the complexity of
practical settings.

6.2 Preliminaries

To understand the source of ghost forces in näıve underactuated rendering and
lay out our solution, we first need to provide some definitions of the main elements
present in our analysis. The reader may refer to Fig. 6.2 for a schematic visualization
of these main elements. In the analysis, we make some assumptions that facilitate the
derivations, but they do not limit the generality of our conclusions. This assumptions
are: (i) The configuration and operational spaces of the haptic device are the same;
(ii) all the actuated and non-actuated DoFs have the same geometric and mechanical
characteristics; and (iii) the user and the device are in quasi-static equilibrium, with
no dynamic oscillations.
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Figure 6.2: Device configuration space, showing the elements that participate in our anal-
ysis of proxy-based constraint rendering: user goal qu, haptic device qh, proxy qp, and
the constraint projection qc. The images show different equilibrium configurations for
three different rendering settings, under the same user’s intent. In the fully actuated case
(left), the proxy and the device are aligned with the user’s intent along the constraint
normal. We wish the rendered forces in the underactuated case to match the forces of the
fully actuated case on the actuated subspace QA. These forces depend on the deviation
between the device and the proxy. With underactuation, in the näıve case (middle), the
proxy slides along the constraint while the underactuated DoFs of the device match the
user’s intent. In this situation, the rendered forces are larger than in the fully actuated
case; they are perceived as ghost forces that drive the device away from the user’s intent.
With our solution (right), the rendered forces match the forces of the fully actuated case
on the actuated subspace QA. This is because the deviation between the device and the
proxy along the actuated subspace is preserved. We achieve this by tuning the tracking
impedance between the proxy and the device, such that the proxy is aligned with the
user’s intent along the constraint normal.

6.2.1 Actuated and Non-Actuated DoFs

We denote as Q = QA×QN the configuration space of the device, with QA the actu-
ated configuration space (resulting from actuated DoFs), and QN the non-actuated
configuration space (resulting from non-actuated DoFs). We characterize the actu-
ated and non-actuated configuration spaces through orthonormal bases A and N,
respectively, with AT N = 0. qh = A qAh +N qNh ∈ Q represents a device state, with
qAh ∈ QA the state of actuated DoFs, and qNh ∈ QN the state of non-actuated DoFs.

In Fig. 6.2, we show a two-dimensional representation of the possibly high-dimensional
configuration space of a device, with actuated and non-actuated subspaces repre-
sented as orthogonal axes. In such high-dimensional configuration space, each con-
figuration of the haptic device is depicted as a point.

6.2.2 User Action

A very important element of our analysis is to account for the user’s intent. To
understand whether a proposed haptic rendering algorithm is effective at opposing
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the user’s motion against constraints, we first need to characterize the user’s intent.
In our analysis, we denote as ghost forces the forces produced by the rendering
algorithm that pull the device in a direction opposite to the user’s intent.

As it will become evident, we find it convenient to characterize the user’s intent in
terms of a goal position qu ∈ Q and a force dependent on the deviation between the
goal position and the current device position. With a user-intent impedance Ku,
the user’s force on the device is

fu = Ku (qu − qh) . (6.1)

In our analysis, we consider the user-intent impedance to be isotropic, i.e., Ku = ku I.

6.2.3 Proxy-Based Rendering of Constraints

Let us define a virtual wall as a constraint surface C ⊂ Q. Without loss of generality,
we consider a linearized constraint defined by a point o and a unit normal vector
n. We wish to render haptic feedback that prevents (or minimizes) interpenetration
of the device with the constraint. By providing forces that are orthogonal to the
constraint, the user is able to slide passively along the constraint, i.e., with no work.
Of course, tangential dissipative forces can be added to model friction, but we omit
them in our analysis, for simplicity.

We assume a proxy-based haptic rendering algorithm. The use of a proxy allows
stable rendering by decoupling the impedance rendered to the user through the
device from the impedance of constraint satisfaction [Colgate et al., 1995], and it
also simplifies the generalization of the rendering algorithm to complex devices and
virtual objects [Otaduy et al., 2013]. We denote the configuration of the proxy as
qp ∈ Q.

There are two main methods to compute the proxy configuration in proxy-based ren-
dering. Hard constraints [Zilles and Salisbury, 1995, Ruspini et al., 1997b, Ortega
et al., 2007] compute the proxy position that is closest to the device position while
satisfying the constraints, by solving an optimization problem. Soft constraints [Mc-
Neely et al., 1999, Otaduy and Lin, 2006] let the proxy penetrate the constraints to
define penalty forces, and compute the proxy position by solving a static or dynamic
mechanics problem. Our analysis considers a soft constraints method, as it simplifies
the derivation, but it extends to hard constraints as the constraint stiffness tends to
infinity. Under soft constraints, two forces act on the proxy: a tracking force and a
constraint force.

The tracking force pulls the proxy toward the configuration of the device. In the
absence of constraints, it ensures that the proxy follows the device exactly. Under
constraints, it ensures that the proxy follows the device as close as possible, while
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sliding along the constraints. With a tracking impedance Kt, the tracking force on
the proxy is

ft = Kt (qh − qp) . (6.2)

The constraint force pulls the proxy toward the constraint. We define the closest
point to the proxy on the surface of the constraint as qc ∈ Q. Based on the definition
of the constraint as a point o and a unit normal vector n, as mentioned above, the
projection of the proxy on the constraint is computed as

qc = o +
(
I− n nT

)
(qp − o) . (6.3)

With a constraint impedance Kc, the constraint force on the proxy is

fc = Kc (qc − qp) . (6.4)

In our analysis, we consider the constraint impedance to be isotropic, i.e., Kc = kc I.

Once the proxy is well defined, we can also define how it produces haptic feedback
through the device. We define a rendering force on the device, as a function of the
deviation from the proxy. With a rendering impedance Kr, the feedback force on
the device is

fr = Kr (qp − qh) . (6.5)

This force acts in the direction opposite to the tracking force. However, note that
impedances Kr and Kt need not be the same. This is evident in the underactuated
case, where the rendering impedance Kr is obviously null for the non-actuated DoFs.

6.2.4 Equilibrium Equations

In all our analysis, we consider that the device and proxy are in quasi-static equi-
librium, hence we omit dynamics effects. Then, all impedance values defined above
boil down to stiffness terms.

Given the forces acting on the device and the proxy, as defined above, we can
formulate their quasi-static equilibrium simply as:

proxy: fc + ft = 0, (6.6)

device: fu + fr = 0. (6.7)

In our subsequent analysis, we will solve these equilibrium equations for different
impedance configurations, namely fully actuated rendering, näıve underactuated
rendering, and our proposed solution. We will compute the positions of the proxy
and the device, and thereby the rendered forces, to analyze and eliminate ghost force
effects.
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6.3 Ghost Forces

In this section, we analyze the outcome of standard proxy-based rendering methods
when applied to underactuated haptic devices. But before facing this analysis, we
compute the outcome of fully actuated rendering, which will be used as a baseline
for comparisons. We demonstrate that näıve underactuated rendering suffers from
ghost forces, and we quantify those forces as a function of the various algorithm
impedance settings. Remarkably, we show that the ghost forces can be even more
severe as the transparency of the rendering algorithm grows.

6.3.1 Baseline Fully Actuated Rendering

In our analysis of the standard proxy-based rendering algorithm, we consider the
tracking stiffness to be isotropic, i.e., Kt = kt I. Furthermore, in the fully actuated
case, we also consider the rendering stiffness to be isotropic, i.e., Kr = kr I. In this
way, the various DoFs are decoupled and the stiffness is the same along all of them.

Under isotropic stiffness, the solution to the equilibrium equations (6.6) and (6.7)
yields proxy and device positions that align with the user goal along the normal
to the constraint, as shown in Fig. 6.2-left. The projection of the proxy on the
constraint, qc, is also the projection of the user goal. It is convenient to compute
the distance from the user goal to the constraint,

d = nT (o− qu) . (6.8)

By solving the equilibrium equations, we obtain the positions of the proxy and the
device, which depend on the ratios of the various stiffness values:

qp = qu +
kc ku + kc kr

kc kr + (kt + kc) ku
dn, (6.9)

qh = qu +
kc kr

kc kr + (kt + kc) ku
dn. (6.10)

In our analysis of ghost forces, we will study the component of the rendering
force (6.5) along actuated DoFs. As a baseline, in the fully actuated case this
force component is:

AT fr =
ku

1 + ku
kr

(
1 + kt

kc

) dAT n. (6.11)

Note that, if the device were stopped fully at the constraint, the user’s force on the
device would be −ku dAT n. And we can see from the expression (6.11) that the
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rendered force opposes this value as kc → ∞ and kr → ∞; therefore, the rendered
force succeeds at exactly counteracting the user’s intent. In that situation, the
rendering algorithm maximizes its transparency, and is able to render perfectly a
virtual wall. In practice, it is possible to model fully or almost hard constraints on
the proxy (i.e., kc →∞); however, the rendering stiffness is limited by stability.

6.3.2 Näıve Underactuated Rendering

Now we are ready to analyze an underactuated setting. This setting can be modeled
mathematically by making the rendering stiffness null along non-actuated DoFs, i.e.,

Kr =
(

A N
) ( kr I 0

0 0

) (
AT

NT

)
= kr A AT . (6.12)

A näıve rendering strategy is to apply the same proxy-based rendering algorithm
as in the fully actuated setting, with all other impedances unchanged. Then, the
positions of the proxy and the device are defined by the same equilibrium condi-
tions (6.6) and (6.7) as for the fully actuated setting. And they can be computed
as:

qp = qu +
kc ku I + kc kr A AT

kc kr nT A AT n + (kt + kc) ku
dn, (6.13)

qh = qu +
kc kr

kc kr nT A AT n + (kt + kc) ku
dA AT n. (6.14)

As an evident consequence of underactuation, the position of the device along non-
actuated DoFs matches exactly the position of the user goal, i.e., NT (qh − qu) = 0.
With isotropic tracking and constraint impedance, the equilibrium condition on the
proxy aligns the device and the proxy along the constraint normal. The actual
positions of the device and the proxy are determined by the ratios of the various
stiffness values, and produce a configuration such as the one shown in Fig. 6.2-
middle. Unlike the fully actuated case, the device slides along the constraints until
its non-actuated DoFs match those of the user goal.

We can also compare the results vs. fully actuated rendering in terms of the ren-
dering force along actuated DoFs (6.11):

AT fr =
ku

nT A AT n + ku
kr

(
1 + kt

kc

) dAT n. (6.15)

We can see that the expression differs only in the term nT A AT n in the denomi-
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nator. Recall also that, for highly transparent rendering, we aim at high constraint
and rendering stiffness values, i.e., kc → ∞ and kr → ∞. Then, the difference
with (6.11) can be devastating. If the constraint is close to parallel to the actuated
DoFs, i.e., AT n→ 0, the rendered force can grow unbounded.

The user expects a reaction of the device aligned with the normal to the constraint,
but experiences instead a ghost force. Instead of simply counteracting the user’s
intent, the rendered force slides the device along the constraint away from the user
goal, as discussed earlier and also shown schematically in Fig. 6.1. All previous work
missed to identify this ghost-force effect produced by underactuated rendering, and
considered that the configuration of the device could be dictated by the user.

6.4 Anisotropic Tracking Impedance

In this section we elaborate our solution for underactuated rendering, which consists
in making the tracking impedance anisotropic. The degree of impedance anisotropy,
i.e., the ratio between actuated and non-actuated tracking impedances, will affect
the quality of underactuated rendering, and we seek the ratio that produces optimal
rendering. We start by defining optimality conditions for underactuated render-
ing, by analyzing the baseline fully actuated rendering case. Next, we apply the
optimality conditions to compute optimal anisotropic tracking impedance.

6.4.1 Conditions for Optimal Underactuated Rendering

Let us recall the baseline fully actuated rendering described in Section 6.3.1. Under
isotropic stiffness for all forces, the user goal, the device, and the proxy are all
aligned along the direction n normal to the constraint, as shown in Fig. 6.2-left.

If some DoFs are underactuated, on the other hand, the device cannot provide ren-
dering forces along those underactuated DoFs, and its motion is completely dictated
by the user goal. Moreover, as shown in Section 6.3.2, with näıve underactuated
rendering, the rendering force along actuated DoFs may differ strongly from the
fully actuated case. This is experienced as a ghost force that pulls the device along
the constraint, as shown in Fig. 6.2-middle.

With our optimal underactuated rendering, we wish to remove the ghost force. Then,
underactuated rendering is optimal if the device matches perfectly the forces and
motion of the fully actuated case along the actuated DoFs. This result is indicated
schematically in Fig. 6.1.

But we can also characterize optimal underactuated rendering through the position
of the proxy. In the fully actuated case, the proxy and the user goal are aligned along
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the normal to the constraint. If the constraint stiffness is high, this means that the
proxy is located practically at the projection of the user goal onto the constraint.
We seek an underactuated rendering solution where the proxy and the user goal are
also aligned along the normal to the constraint. Then, both the proxy and the user
goal are practically at the same locations in the fully actuated and underactuated
cases. And it follows that, on the actuated DoFs, the position of the device and the
rendered force are also practically the same. To conclude, our optimality condition
for underactuated rendering is to align the proxy and the user goal along the normal
to the constraint.

6.4.2 Optimal Anisotropic Impedance

In the underactuated setting, if the proxy and the user goal are aligned along n,
the device must be misaligned with them. We observe that this is possible only
if the tracking impedance is anisotropic. Intuitively, if the proxy cannot impose
isotropic rendering impedance on the device due to underactuation, this condition
should be reflected back to the proxy, and the device should not impose isotropic
tracking impedance on the proxy. On non-actuated DoFs, where the proxy itself
cannot impose a rendering force on the device, the tracking impedance should be
low. On actuated DoFs, where the proxy can indeed impose a rendering force, the
tracking impedance should remain high.

Following our observation, let us consider an anisotropic tracking stiffness of the
form

Kt =
(

A N
) ( kta I 0

0 ktn I

) (
AT

NT

)
= kta A AT + ktn N NT . (6.16)

with kta and ktn, respectively, the tracking stiffness on actuated and non-actuated
DoFs.

Based on the discussion in Section 6.4.1 above, optimality of underactuated render-
ing is characterized by the alignment of the user goal and the proxy along the normal
to the constraint. Then, same as in the fully actuated case, the projection of the
proxy on the constraint, qc, is also the projection of the user goal. And, similarly,
the distance from the user goal to the constraint, d, can be computed as in (6.8).

We conclude that it is possible to achieve optimal underactuated rendering if the
tracking stiffness satisfies the following anisotropy ratio:

kta
ktn

= 1 +
kr
ku
. (6.17)
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We defer the derivation of the stiffness ratio to the next subsection.

The anisotropy ratio can be interpreted in the following way. The tracking stiffness
along actuated DoFs should be higher than the tracking stiffness along non-actuated
DoFs, by a factor based on the ratio between the rendering stiffness and the user
action stiffness. In contrast to the fully actuated case, optimal underactuated ren-
dering can be achieved by softening the tracking stiffness along non-actuated DoFs.

Given optimal tracking stiffness, and by solving the equilibrium conditions (6.6)
and (6.7), we obtain the positions of the proxy and the device:

qp = qu +
kc

ktn + kc
dn, (6.18)

qh = qu +
kc kr

(ktn + kc) (ku + kr)
dA AT n. (6.19)

It is easy to validate that the proxy and the user goal are aligned along the constraint
normal, while the device is misaligned, as shown in Fig. 6.2-right.

Based on these positions, the rendering force (6.5) along actuated DoFs is:

AT fr =
ku(

1 + ku
kr

) (
1 + kt

kc

) dAT n. (6.20)

We see that this force is a very similar, lower estimate of the fully actuated force (6.11).
It acts on the same direction, with a slightly lower stiffness, hence it does not pro-
duce a ghost force effect and it always counteracts the user’s action. Moreover, for
hard constraints kc →∞, it is the exact same force as in the fully actuated case.

6.4.3 Derivation of the Tracking Stiffness Ratio

Given underactuation with rendering impedance defined as in (6.12) and anisotropic
tracking stiffness defined as in (6.16), the equilibrium equations (6.6) and (6.7) for
the proxy and device can be written as:

kr A AT (qp − qh) + ku (qu − qh) = 0, (6.21)

kc (qc − qp) +
(
kta A AT + ktn N NT

)
(qh − qp) = 0. (6.22)
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We project the equations to the actuated and non-actuated subspaces,

kr AT (qp − qh) + ku AT (qu − qh) = 0, (6.23)

ku NT (qu − qh) = 0, (6.24)

kc AT (qc − qp) + kta AT (qh − qp) = 0, (6.25)

kc NT (qc − qp) + ktn NT (qh − qp) = 0, (6.26)

and we eliminate the unknown device position from the equations:

kc AT (qc − qp) +
kta ku
kr + ku

AT (qu − qp) = 0, (6.27)

kc NT (qc − qp) + ktn NT (qu − qp) = 0. (6.28)

We can apply the optimality condition for underactuated rendering, i.e., the user
goal and the proxy are aligned along the constraint normal. Mathematically, we
express this as qu = qc − dn and qp = qc − αn for some unknown value α.
Substituting these expressions in the equations above, we obtain:

α kc AT n + (α− d)
kta ku
kr + ku

AT n = 0, (6.29)

α kc NT n + (α− d) ktn NT n = 0. (6.30)

These equations must hold for arbitrary constraints n, hence they reduce to:

α kc + (α− d)
kta ku
kr + ku

= 0, (6.31)

α kc + (α− d) ktn = 0. (6.32)

We subtract both equations to obtain:

(α− d)

(
kta ku
kr + ku

− ktn
)

= 0, (6.33)

which must hold for arbitrary values of d and α, and as a result we obtain the
optimal anisotropy ratio (6.17).

6.5 Experiments

We have carried out two types of experiments. First, synthetic experiments that
allow us to test our theoretical findings on fully controlled settings. Second, a real-
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world experiment that confirms our findings on a real scenario. We validate that
our findings persist when we lift simplifying assumptions made in the theoretical
derivations, and we demonstrate that our optimal underactuated rendering does
not suffer ghost forces, and hence outperforms näıve underactuated rendering in
practice.

6.5.1 Device Model for Synthetic Experiments

In our theoretical analysis of underactuated rendering, we make several simplifying
assumptions about the haptic rendering problem. Notably, we consider that the
device and the proxy are in quasi-static equilibrium, and the effect of haptic render-
ing is instantaneous. In our synthetic experiments we lift these two assumptions.
We simulate rendering problems where we consider dynamics effects of the haptic
device, as well as the sampled-data nature of the rendering problem.

We consider a 2-DoF haptic device, with one DoF actuated and the other one not.
We model together the mass mh and damping bh of the device and the user, and
we consider them to be constant throughout the experiment. Then, we replace the
device equilibrium equation (6.7) with the following dynamics equation:

mh q̈h(t) = fu(t) + fr(t− dt)− bh q̇h(t). (6.34)

As noted in the equation, the rendering force (6.5) is sampled at the previous time
step, to model the update rate of the rendering algorithm. The user goal position
acts as input to the model, and defines the user force (6.1). We solve the dynamics
of the device using implicit Euler integration.

To compute the proxy, we use a quasi-static model, which takes as input the de-
vice position from the previous time step. Then, we replace the proxy equilibrium
equation (6.6) with the following quasi-static problem:

fc(qc(t),qp(t)) + ft(qh(t− dt),qp(t)) = 0. (6.35)

By substituting the constraint projection (6.3), the position of the proxy can be
solved analytically.

Putting it all together, the synthetic models of the device (6.34) and the proxy (6.35)
are updated on every simulation step as follows:(

mh I + dt bh I + dt2 Ku

)
q̇h(t) = mh q̇h(t− dt) + (6.36)

dt (Ku qu(t) + Kr qp(t− dt)− (Ku + Kr) qh(t− dt)) ,
qh(t) = qh(t− dt) + dt q̇h(t), (6.37)(
Kt + Kc nnT

)
qp(t) = Kt qh(t− dt) + Kc nnT o. (6.38)
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of rendering strategies under various directions of user intent. On
a synthetic experiment with a 2-DoF device with one actuated DoF and one non-actuated
DoF, the user follows different goal trajectories against a slanted virtual wall. We compare
our underactuated rendering solution (green, UA), fully actuated rendering (blue, FA), and
näıve underactuated rendering (red, näıve UA). Our solution is, in all cases, optimal given
the limitations of underactuation, i.e., the position of the device matches the fully actuated
solution along the actuated DoF. As a result, forces on the actuated DoF also match those
of the fully actuated solution. In contrast, in näıve underactuated rendering, the device
moves away from the user’s intent, due to ghost forces. In the example, the impedance
ratio kr/ku is 10.

We carry out various synthetic experiments, by varying the trajectory of the user goal
qu(t) and the rendering settings. In all the experiments, we consider a slanted virtual wall
(at 45 degrees). This wall orientation is representative of all possible cases, as it affects
both the actuated and non-actuated DoFs. The next two subsections discuss the results
of the synthetic experiments.

Evaluation under Varying User Trajectories

Fig. 6.3 compares our underactuated rendering solution, fully actuated rendering, and
näıve underactuated rendering for different directions of the user’s intent: aligned with the
non-actuated DoF, normal to the wall, and aligned with the actuated DoF. Notice how, in
all three cases, our solution achieves optimal underactuated rendering, as the configuration
of the device along actuated DoFs is the same as with fully actuated rendering. With
näıve rendering, on the other hand, the trajectory of the device moves away from the
user’s intent, due to ghost forces.

Despite considering device dynamics and the sampled-data nature of the rendering prob-
lem, we demonstrate that our solution based on anisotropic tracking impedance still pro-
vides an optimal result. Actually, the assumption of static equilibrium becomes valid once
the user intent becomes fixed, hence the theoretical result holds exactly. Possible, but
minor, differences exist during dynamic motion.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of rendering strategies for different values of the impedance ratio
kr/ku, on a synthetic experiment with a 2-DoF device with one actuated DoF and one
non-actuated DoF. We compare our underactuated rendering solution (green, UA), fully
actuated rendering (blue, FA), and näıve underactuated rendering (red, näıve UA). From
left to right, the ratio is 1, 5, 10 and 20. With a high impedance ratio, näıve rendering
suffers devastating ghost forces. With a low impedance ratio, it seems to produce a result
similar to our solution just in this particular case, but it fails to render stiff constraints.
Our solution, on the other hand, eliminates ghost forces and enables a high impedance
ratio and therefore high transparency.

Evaluation under Varying Rendering Impedance

According to expression (6.15), the effect of ghost forces in näıve underactuated rendering
becomes more severe with higher rendering impedance kr. Fig. 6.4 compares the various
rendering strategies with different impedance values. Specifically, we vary the impedance
ratio kr/ku between 1 (left) and 20 (right). At low impedance ratios, the näıve strategy and
our solution produce similar results, but the virtual wall appears excessively compliant.
At high impedance ratios, the virtual wall appears stiff (on the actuated DoF) with our
solution, while näıve underactuated rendering suffers devastating ghost forces.

6.5.2 Real-World Experiment

We have designed a 2D interaction example to confirm our theoretical findings about
ghost forces with proxy-based rendering, and to validate our proposed solution. The
example, shown in Fig. 6.5, uses a 3-DoF Novint Falcon haptic device, limited to 2D
motion. Furthermore, we disable forces on the vertical axis to mimic underactuation. We
have placed a slanted virtual wall in the 2D scene, and we ask a user to move from the
top-left corner toward the bottom-right corner, hence colliding normal to the virtual wall.

In real-world interactions, we have confirmed that the effect of ghost forces is even visually
evident, as the user is pulled in undesired directions, and we have also validated the
success of our proposed anisotropic tracking impedance. Fig. 6.5 shows snapshots of
these interactions. The left column shows the result of näıve rendering, with ghost forces
pulling the device away from the user’s intent. The right column shows the result with our
solution, which suffers no ghost forces and matches the result of fully actuated rendering
along the actuated horizontal axis. The device penetrates slightly the constraint in the
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Figure 6.5: The images show a 2D interaction example with a Novint Falcon haptic device,
where the forces in the vertical axis are disabled to mimic underactuation. The left column
shows interaction with näıve proxy-based rendering, and the right column interaction with
our solution. In both cases, the user tries to move from the top-left corner of the scene
toward the bottom-right corner, hence collides normal to the slanted virtual wall. With
näıve rendering, ghost forces pull the device (red) to the left, against the user intent, as
shown in the top-right image. With our solution, there are no ghost forces, and the motion
of the device (green) along the actuated horizontal axis matches the motion in the fully
actuated case.

vertical direction, but this is inevitable due to underactuation. Nevertheless, the user can
smoothly slide along the constraint.

In Fig. 6.6, we compare rendering performance on the same example for some represen-
tative interactions, under various rendering settings (fully actuated, näıve underactuated
rendering, and our method). The plots of trajectories confirm the motions visible in real-
world interactions, with ghost forces of näıve rendering moving the user away from their
intent. The user is unable to explore the constraint naturally. With our method, the
penetration depth is larger than in a fully actuated case, and this can be interpreted as a
reduction in the perceived stiffness. But the interaction is natural.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of rendering performance on the real-world example shown in
Fig. 6.5, for various rendering settings (fully actuated in blue, näıve underactuated ren-
dering in red, and our method in green). The user moves from the top-left corner of
the environment toward the bottom-right corner, and collides with a slanted constraint
along the way. The plots on the right show the resulting user trajectories for a sample
representative motion. With näıve rendering, ghost forces move the user away from their
intent, toward the bottom-left corner. The user is unable to explore the constraint natu-
rally. Please see also the accompanying video. With our method, the penetration depth
is larger than in a fully actuated case, and this can be interpreted as a reduction in the
perceived stiffness. But the interaction is natural.

6.6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have characterized ghost forces in standard proxy-based rendering strategies when ap-
plied to underactuated haptic devices, and we have designed an optimal rendering strategy
based on anisotropic tracking impedance, which eliminates the ghost forces of näıve meth-
ods. Even though our analysis and solution are based on a quasi-static assumption, our
synthetic and real-world experiments show that our findings hold in practice in the pres-
ence of device dynamics and the sampled-data nature of the rendering algorithm.

One important contribution of our work is to consider the user’s intent in the analysis.
Currently, we model the user’s intent through a goal position and a pulling impedance,
but the model could be extended to consider richer characteristics of the user’s intent.
Moreover, in our examples, we consider the user’s impedance as given, which is not a
valid assumption in practical settings. To apply our rendering strategy in practice, it is
necessary to estimate the user’s impedance dynamically based on interaction data.

Our analysis and solution are based on several additional assumptions, and those assump-
tions should be relaxed to extend our findings to more general settings. We have considered
a device configuration space where all DoFs are linear and have common geometric and
mechanical characteristics, but this is rarely the case for actual devices. If each DoF has
different properties, the associated impedance may also be different; i.e., the maximum
stable rendering impedance will be different for each DoF. Anisotropy of the device DoFs
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should be accounted for in the theoretical analysis. Furthermore, practical settings de-
couple the operational and configuration spaces. Constraints are defined in operational
space, while underactuation is expressed in configuration space. To apply our findings
in practical settings, it is also necessary to map the various rendering elements to and
from the operational and configuration spaces, and the mapping is typically nonlinear and
not invariant. Addressing these limitations would be necessary, for example, to extend
our findings to typical stylus devices with 6-DoF input (translation and rotation) and
3-DoF output (force but no torque). Other devices, e.g., the SPIDAR-S [Ma et al., 2017],
introduce other challenges such as a time-varying direction of the actuated DoFs.

As a general conclusion, our work opens the door to novel considerations in the design
of rendering algorithms for underactuated devices, and our theoretical findings should be
revisited in the context of more complex settings. Moreover, it would be interesting to
revisit previous works that have analyzed underactuated rendering from the point of view
of passivity, task performance, or user experience [Meli and Prattichizzo, 2014, Sarac et al.,
2018], including the methods presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In the previous chapters, we have presented the technical contributions of this thesis. To
conclude, we summarize again the main results, list overall limitations of the work, and
discuss possible future work.

7.1 Results of the Thesis

The work carried out in this thesis addresses the design of rendering algorithms for direct
haptic interaction with the hands. This problem gathers multiple challenges, and the
thesis addresses some of them.

The first major challenge is the simulation of a biomechanical model of the hand in real
time. In chapter 3 we have described the design of a hand simulation model that con-
stitutes an natural and intuitive interface for the user. The method creates a detailed
representation of a hand, which follows the real hand of the user, but is governed by the
physical properties of the virtual scene. The interaction works in both directions: the
hand model can alter the state of the scene by interacting with the virtual objects, but
the elements of the scene can also affect the pose and the skin of the hand model. The
detailed skin simulation allows the hand to accommodate to the surface of virtual objects,
making interaction with the objects, such as exploration or grasping, more natural. Our
experiments show that the simulation is robust and suitable for real-time interaction. Fur-
thermore, the hand simulation model has been packaged in a publicly available library,
CLAP. Its modularity allows the integration with different trackers, haptic devices, and
game engines. As examples of the modularity of the approach, the integrations with the
Unreal and Unity engines are also publicly available.

The second major challenge is the design of haptic interaction directly on the hands.
Such direct haptic interaction employs modern haptic technologies that stimulate the
hand and/or the fingers directly. Despite its great potential, this type of technology
poses difficulties beyond traditional kinesthetic rendering. In this thesis, we study one
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particular type of device: cutaneous devices based on local contact surface modulation.
We introduce a novel approach to tactile rendering, which formulates rendering as an
optimization problem. The approach defines a target metric of the haptic stimulus based
on a virtual simulation, and then searches the configuration of the device that produces
an optimally close stimulus. The method has been demonstrated state-of-the-art wearable
tactile devices, showing the improvements over previous approaches.

And the third major challenge is the design of rendering algorithms for underactuated
haptic devices. Such devices leverage underactuation to provide effective feedback with
a reasonable form factor. Unfortunately, it is known that these devices suffer passivity
problems, but they are not well documented, i.e., the source of the lack of passivity is
not well known. This thesis has contributed two major aspects. First, the design of
proxy-based rendering algorithms. Second, a study of passivity in the context of user
intention.

7.2 Limitations

This discussion of limitations clarifies the suitability of the methods under different con-
texts, reveals difficulties when overcoming the challenges, and unveils new challenges and
possible improvements. The previous chapters already identify some limitations of the
different methods presented in this thesis, and we also include them in the list below.

7.2.1 Interactive Soft Hand Simulation

• The hand simulation model does not support self-collisions. As our fast collision
detection method relies on precomputed distance fields, we do not support contact
between deformable objects or within the hand. This limitation could be relaxed
by using fast distance field computation methods (e.g., [Glondu et al., 2014]).

• The object being touched by the hand must be rigid. Our current solver relies on
a fixed state size and a rigid-body coupling between the main simulation and the
third-party engine. Adding the ability to touch deformable objects would require a
more versatile state management, support of deformable objects by the third-party
engine, and coupling between deformable objects.

• The user is limited to touching only one object at a time. In this way, we bound
the cost of the hand simulation loop and the complexity of the coupling to the
third-party engine.

• Modeling interactions through coupling potentials may require parameter tuning in
certain cases. For ordinary objects lighter than 0.5 kg, we have observed no issues
with the default parameters, but lifting heavy objects might require stiffer couplings.
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7.2.2 Optimization-Based Tactile Rendering

• The demonstrations show only finger tracking instead of full-hand tracking, and
virtual environments that are static and computationally simple.

• The performance of the optimization is roughly linear in the number of vertices,
although this could be accelerated by reducing computations for far vertices.

• The main performance bottleneck is the number of DoFs of the device. Currently,
with just three DoFs, this is not a problem, but more complex devices might need
faster optimizations.

• With more complex devices, constrained optimization might suffer from local min-
ima problems too.

• The contact surface matching approach is valid only for virtual objects that are rigid
or stiffer than the finger pad. With a soft object the contact area would grow fast
even for very low forces, and an LCSM device with a rigid mobile platform would
fail to render such effects correctly.

7.2.3 Rendering for Underactuated Haptic Devices

• Our rendering algorithm linearizes the mapping from device to virtual workspace,
which works well when the deviation between device state and subspace proxy is
small. A full nonlinear solve would be more robust under large proxy deviations,
but it requires efficient solution methods.

• The overall quality of haptic rendering can be optimized in a task- and device-
specific manner by tuning the objective functions that guide the computation of the
proxy and the subspace proxy.

• In our impedance analysis we have made two important approximations, namely
that the proxy remains still and that the Jacobian of the mapping from device to
virtual workspace is constant.

• A passivity controller could be needed to enforce passivity in all cases.

7.2.4 Optimal Underactuated Rendering

• We have considered a device configuration space where all DoFs are linear and have
common geometric and mechanical characteristics, but this is rarely the case for
actual devices. If each DoF has different properties, the associated impedance may
also be different; i.e., the maximum stable rendering impedance will be different for
each DoF. Anisotropy of the device DoFs should be accounted for in the theoretical
analysis.
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• Practical settings decouple the operational and configuration spaces. Constraints
are defined in operational space, while underactuation is expressed in configuration
space. To apply our findings in practical settings, it is also necessary to map the
various rendering elements to and from the operational and configuration spaces,
and the mapping is typically nonlinear and not invariant.

7.3 Outlook into the Future

Exploration of natural and intuitive interfaces for Virtual Reality is a fascinating topic
for improving the immersion and the interaction in Virtual Reality. Although nowadays
there is no accepted standard for these technologies, various lines of research have been
developing different strategies but with similar global goals as we reviewed in Chapter 2,
and will continue doing so in the near future, assuring a vibrant and inspiring horizon.
Particularly, all three major contributions of our work participate in this future exploration
and create interesting lines for continuation.

7.3.1 Standardization of Physics-Based Interaction

Thanks to its applicability, public accessibility and modularity, our hand simulation model
has been used by others to address various challenges related to hand tracking and haptic
rendering:

• First [Mueller et al., 2019], who extended it to two hands with inter-hand collision
detection, and later [Wang et al., 2020], used our hand model to design tracking
methods for a single depth camera and a monocular RGB camera respectively, which
account for inter-hand interaction. Essentially, they generate physically-correct se-
quences of interacting hands to build a data training set for a neural network.

• The work of [Zhang et al., 2021] also used our hand simulation model to train a
neural network with a synthetic dataset, which, in this case, is composed of hand-
object interaction sequences. Accordingly, they achieve to reconstruct hand-object
interaction using a single depth camera.

• Furthermore, [Verschoor et al., 2020] used the computation of internal forces of our
model to define a virtual stimulus and estimate the target stress in the user’s skin
that the tactile device should render. Interestingly, they sampled multiple skin-
device interactions using our method to train a neural network that helps them
accelerate the optimization of the device configuration.

• [Barreiro et al., 2021] benefited from our bidirectional coupling and augmented our
hand model with ghost particles to allow a haptically-rich interaction with clay-like
material in a particle-based simulation.
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This technology also opens up multiple interesting industrial applications: training sce-
narios where the trainee has to learn manual procedures; novel immersion-oriented CAD
(Computer-Aided Design) programs where industrial designers or artists can leverage their
manual dexterity; therapeutic scenarios (e.g., rehabilitation) where movement of the hands
needs to be monitored and quantified in a physically-correct immersive environment; realis-
tic video games that feature a high degree of embodiment and/or manual game mechanics;
integration of more personal and affective communication methods in virtual collaborative
shared spaces like handshakes or high fives.

In addition, we have identified a series of lines of future work that can improve and extend
our approach:

More accurate tissue models The resolution of the tetrahedral mesh for the hand’s
soft tissue is low. As a result, the simulation of the skin does not behave well when it
reaches sharp edges or tiny objects. This could be addressed by two different approaches.
First, generate a sufficiently high-resolution mesh and explore more efficient methods to
solve the system, while maintaining an interactive simulation. Second, study the relevance
in the interaction of the different areas of the hand and describe a corresponding model
with a heterogeneous distribution of the resolution, providing more resolution to those
areas with more relevance (e.g. finger pads) and limiting the resolution in those areas
with less relevance, and trying to not vary much the number of total vertices of the
simulation mesh.

GPU implementation While our simulation method is computationally efficient,
porting it to the GPU might improve the performance of the interaction, which can be
beneficial in two directions: increasing the accuracy of the simulation (e.g. finer tetrahe-
dralization) and accelerating the interaction in those extreme scenarios where the simula-
tion can be slow (e.g., complex scenes with demanding contact handling, or deployment
on mobile devices).

Personalization of hand models It would be beneficial to design a parameterized
hand model that accounts for the diverse properties that define a human hand: shape,
size, length and width of phalanges, gender, and skin color. The hand model can be
customized for each particular user, making the interaction experience more personal and
increasing the degree of ownership and embodiment. But it also increases the accuracy of
the tracking since the configuration of real and virtual hands would match more closely,
resulting in an improvement of the interaction itself.

More general coupling to virtual world simulation Currently interaction is
limited in terms of the variety of properties of the virtual objects, i.e. interaction is only
possible with rigid bodies. Relaxing the limitations of the coupling to also accept changes
in the shape of the objects and track these changes over time gives the ability to interact
with a much richer diversity of elements like deformable bodies or fluids, as long as these
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elements are supported by the third-party engine. Thanks to this extension, interaction
between hands would be possible. The coupling to the virtual world can also be extended
to allow interaction with multiple objects simultaneously.

Smooth transition between physics-based interaction and gesture-based
interaction In previous chapters, we have briefly mentioned that gesture-based inter-
action is limited in terms of natural and intuitive interaction. However, it can be useful
in certain situations where direct touch interaction is not necessary, such as teleporting,
interaction with user interfaces, etc. Let us consider the following example scenario: the
user is attracting a far object to the hand thanks to a predefined gesture-based interaction
and, when it is close enough, he/she attempts to grab it. Handling the transition between
such interaction modes poses interesting challenges that need to be explored.

7.3.2 Generalization of Tactile Rendering

Our tactile rendering approach is based on generating a rendered stimulus that matches
the target stimulus computed in a virtual-world simulation. After the publication of our
work, this rendering approach has been followed by others, which indicates that this is a
sound approach for situations where interaction can or should not be oversimplified:

• [Verschoor et al., 2020] apply the same stimulation method (LCSM), but the com-
putational model of the stimulus is defined by the skin stress distribution of the
finger, instead of using geometric information of contact. They simulate the stimu-
lus in the skin-device interaction, accounting for trajectory-dependent effects, which
enable sliding frictional contact.

• [Barreiro et al., 2019] and [Barreiro et al., 2020] focus on mid-air cutaneous stimu-
lation using ultrasound to render interaction with gaseous fluids. They characterize
the target stimulus as a pressure field that is estimated in an interactive hand-fluid
simulation and formulate the computation of the rendered pressure as an optimiza-
tion problem that finds either best-matching focal point positions for amplitude
modulation (AM) or best-matching focal point paths for spatiotemporal modula-
tion (STM).

• Following a similar approach as the previously mentioned works, [Barreiro et al.,
2021] extract a target pressure field to render tactile interaction with clay, but they
also include a user-defined perceptual weighting function to focus attention on more
sensitive areas of the hand.

We have also identified the following potential future work:

Perceptual optimization As discussed above, we have explored the optimization of
the rendered stimulus using geometric information. Instead of this approach, one could
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directly optimize the haptic perception of the user. However, this requires the develop-
ment of computational models of haptic perception that drive ideal rendering strategies
to stimulate the user in the most efficient way.

Faster models for real-time rendering Simulation models that accurately approx-
imate realistic interaction can be complex. Therefore, running model-based optimization
in the context of real-time rendering may be computationally costly, hence we need to
explore and design faster (but accurate) models.

Optimization-based device design Rendering algorithms based on optimization
can be also used to design optimal haptic devices. Different device features such as the
effective workspace, the maximum rendering force, the shape of the contact display, etc.
can be optimized based on a library of haptic stimuli to be rendered. Similarly, this type
of methods can also be useful for robot control.

7.3.3 Transparency in Underactuated Haptic Rendering

Our findings have shown the importance of user intention, which in the past had been
neglected, in the design of haptic rendering algorithms for underactuated devices. There
is a complete avenue of work that can follow this direction.

Development of user models The user’s intent model used in our approach is
simple: a goal position and a pulling impedance. However, the characteristics of real
user’s intent may be more complex and ideally can be reflected in the development of
richer user models.

Runtime estimation of user’s intent In our method, we employ a predefined and
constant user’s intent. While useful in the context of the experiments, this strategy may
not generalize well to practical settings. Instead, the application of our method in practical
scenarios requires the continuous estimation of the user’s intent based on the information
of the interaction.

Design of rendering algorithms Although our experiments show promising results,
the experimental setup is limited, not free of assumptions, and does not closely represent a
practical setup. However, the design of novel haptic rendering algorithms for more complex
setups can take into account the theoretical findings of our work. In this direction, even
long-standing problems can be revisited, such as 3-DoF haptic display with 6-DoF input.
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Altogether, this thesis brings important contributions for direct hand interaction in virtual
reality. This is a line of work that is just beginning to see its application in the real world,
and the growing interest will lead to further developments in the near future.
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Appendix A

Resumen

El campo de los gráficos por ordenador ha demostrado sobradamente su capacidad para de-
scribir y renderizar visualmente escenas digitales interactivas, desembocando en múltiples
aplicaciones. Gracias a la realidad virtual, los usuarios pueden entrar en estos mundos
artificiales generados por ordenador, ampliando aún más la aplicabilidad de dichas escenas
interactivas. Uno de los logros más relevantes de esta tecnoloǵıa reside en la posibilidad
de interactuar espacialmente con los objetos del entorno. Al formar parte de la escena, el
usuario se siente inmerso e interactúa con los elementos que la componen de una forma
completamente diferente, mucho más integrado. Junto a la realidad virtual, otras tec-
noloǵıas de computación espacial comparten el reto de encontrar una interfaz natural
con la que el usuario pueda interactuar intuitivamente y que, a su vez, proporcione una
retroalimentación háptica adecuada.

Figure A.1: Representación de la ĺınea de trabajo de la tesis: interacción natural en
realidad virtual (izquierda) soportada por tecnoloǵıa háptica (derecha)

Motivado por este reto, este trabajo propone una serie de métodos orientados a aumen-
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tar la interacción y la inmersión del usuario en la realidad virtual y demás tecnoloǵıas
inmersivas permitiendo una interacción de contacto directo. Aśı, el usuario puede interac-
tuar de una forma realista con el entorno virtual a la vez que percibe la correspondiente
retroalimentación háptica.

Este apéndice resume el desarrollo de la tesis y se organiza en las siguientes secciones:
antecedentes, objetivos, metodoloǵıa, resultados y conclusiones.

A.1 Antecedentes

La realidad virtual ha sido objeto de estudio por la comunidad cient́ıfica durante varias
décadas, pero en la última se ha producido un avance especialmente notable. Algunos fac-
tores como la ampliación del campo de visión o una mayor asequibilidad de los sistemas
han favorecido dicho avance y han desencadenado una evolución incesante en la materia.
La aplicabilidad y la adopción de la tecnoloǵıa han experimentado un impulso sin prece-
dentes, la diversidad de los sistemas de realidad virtual ha aumentado rápidamente y su
estudio se ha extendido. Esta evolución se encuentra en continuo desarrollo, enfrentándose
tanto a antiguos como a nuevos retos y dando forma al horizonte de la realidad virtual.

La idea original de la realidad virtual, que se mantiene intacta, consiste en situar al usuario
en un entorno virtual interactivo en el que se sienta completamente inmerso. Gracias a
diferentes tecnoloǵıas se generan diferentes est́ımulos para diferentes canales sensoriales
(visual, auditivo, háptico, etc.) para conseguir que el usuario tenga la percepción de que se
encuentra f́ısicamente presente en un escenario virtual. Esta propuesta es extremadamente
interesante y abre un enorme abanico de posibilidades en diversos ámbitos tales como el
diseño, la formación, el trabajo en equipo o el entretenimiento.

Los métodos para interactuar con el mundo virtual son muy variados e implican frecuente-
mente cierta correspondencia espacial del cuerpo del usuario. En concreto, en esta tesis se
aborda el estudio del uso de las manos como método de interacción. En el mundo real, las
manos suponen una interfaz natural con la que interactuamos cotidianamente de forma
intuitiva, ya sea para realizar tareas simples o tareas que requieran cierta destreza. Seŕıa
ideal poder aprovechar tal interfaz también en el mundo virtual.

Algunas tecnoloǵıas de tracking son capaces de hacer un seguimiento continuo de la pose
de la mano, gracias a la cual se puede componer una representación en el mundo virtual.
Esta representación puede acometer la interacción con el mundo virtual principalmente
de dos formas: a) Mediante gestos: el usuario realiza unas poses predefinidas con las
manos para desencadenar ciertas acciones [Argelaguet and Andujar, 2013, Vuletic et al.,
2019, Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015] y b) Mediante simulación f́ısica: la interacción es
más realista y permite una manipulación precisa de los objetos virtuales [Sueda et al.,
2008, Kry et al., 2002, Kurihara and Miyata, 2004]. La tesis aborda el estudio de esta
última.

Este tipo de métodos realistas permiten al usuario interactuar de una forma similar a como
lo haŕıa en el mundo real, pero podŕıan resultar incompletos sin una retroalimentación
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háptica adecuada. En acciones cotidianas del mundo real, la intención del usuario se ve
continuamente modificada debido a la información háptica: cuando un usuario interactúa
con un objeto real, tanto la pose de la mano como la piel se acomodan a la forma y a otras
propiedades hápticas del objeto (tamaño, peso, etc.). Por ello, sentir adecuadamente los
objetos virtuales al manipularos, no solamente ayuda a mejorar la inmersión, si no que
contribuye a una mejor interacción.

La taxonomı́a de las tecnoloǵıas hápticas es muy heterogénea, pero atendiendo al tipo de
est́ımulo que generan, se pueden distinguir dos grandes familias:

• Los dispositivos kinestésicos ejercen fuerzas que contrarrestan el movimiento del
usuario, evitando aśı que atraviese objetos virtuales. En concreto, los dispositivos
tipo exoesqueleto encajan perfectamente con el paradigma de interacción directa de
mano ya que son capaces de gobernar la pose de los dedos durante la manipulación
de objetos virtuales [Wang et al., 2019, Sarac et al., 2016, Gu et al., 2016].

• Los dispositivos táctiles transmiten información háptica al usuario estimulando su
piel y son capaces de generar sensaciones de presión, textura, temperatura, vi-
bración, etc. En concreto, esta tesis se centra en el renderizado háptico de presión
sobre la piel a través de una superficie de contacto que simula el contacto con el
objeto virtual, lo que se conoce como LCSM (Local Contact Surface Modulation)
[Chinello et al., 2015].

Por último, cabe destacar la conveniencia de los dispositivos hápticos vestibles en el con-
texto de entornos inmersivos como la realidad virtual. A diferencia de los dispositivos
tradicionales anclados al escritorio, los dispositivos vestibles no están restringidos a un
espacio de trabajo limitado, lo que dota al usuario de un mayor rango de movimientos y
de una zona más amplia donde seguir percibiendo retroalimentación háptica [Pacchierotti
et al., 2017]. Sin embargo, el diseño de estos dispositivos también puede conllevar algunas
desventajas, tal como ocurre con los dispositivos subactuados. Algunos grados de libertad
en estos dispositivos no son actuados, lo que supone un reto para el renderizado háptico,
tal como se ha analizado en el desarrollo de la tesis.

A.2 Objetivos

En ĺıneas generales, esta tesis centra su objetivo fundamentalmente en el estudio de
métodos que faciliten una interacción intuitiva y natural con el entorno virtual emple-
ando las manos del usuario como interfaz. Este objetivo se aborda desde dos enfoques
diferentes. Por un lado, se plantea el encaje de la representación de la mano del usuario
en el entorno virtual. Por otro lado, se pretende dotar a la interacción directa de una
retroalimentación háptica acorde a su complejidad.

A continuación se detallan los objetivos espećıficos de la tesis y los retos que llevan asoci-
ados:
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Simulación precisa de la mano en tiempo real

La información de la pose de la mano del usuario es trackeada continuamente y se emplea
para dirigir un modelo de mano virtual, que a su vez es simulado f́ısicamente acorde con
el resto de la escena.

El modelo de la mano virtual ha de seguir fielmente a la mano real para que la interacción
sea coherente con la intención del usuario. Sin embargo, mientras que la mano real puede
realizar movimientos sin restricciones, la pose de la mano virtual está restringida por
los elementos de la escena virtual, de tal manera que el mapeo entre la información de
tracking y la configuración de la mano virtual tiene que admitir cierta flexibilidad. De
otro modo, un acoplamiento muy fuerte causaŕıa que la mano virtual penetrase fácilmente
en los objetos virtuales, provocando a la vez fuerzas extremadamente grandes y artificiales
en la simulación.

Aparte del mapeo, la simulación en śı misma supone un reto altamente relevante. Plantear
un enfoque realista sobre la simulación de la mano implica definir y aproximar cada una
de las caracteŕısticas relevantes en la interacción. Una de estas caracteŕısticas es la defor-
mación de la piel: cuando una mano entra en contacto con un objeto, la piel se deforma
y se adapta a su forma, incrementando aśı la superficie de contacto, lo que, en definitiva,
tiene una repercusión en la destreza del usuario. Simular este tipo de comportamien-
tos es computacionalmente costoso, por lo que es necesario encontrar un equilibrio entre
precisión e interactividad que maximice la destreza del usuario y pueda ser ejecutado en
tiempo real.

Método general de renderizado háptico para dispositivos táctiles

Cuando un usuario toca un objeto virtual, la tecnoloǵıa háptica intenta transmitir infor-
mación del contacto produciendo est́ımulos hápticos acordes con el nivel de interacción.

Con dispositivos kinestésicos tradicionales esto no supone un problema. Primero, la inter-
acción suele contar con pocos grados de libertad. Segundo, los mismos mecanorreceptores
que perciben que estamos haciendo un movimiento, son los que alertan de que estamos reci-
biendo una fuerza que contrarresta tal movimiento. Por ello, es habitual que el renderizado
de fuerzas sea directo entre el espacio de interacción y el espacio de estimulación háptica;
y simétrico entre el espacio de estimulación háptica y el espacio percepción háptica.

Por el contrario, con los dispositivos táctiles este proceso es diferente. Primero, debido
a su naturaleza pasiva, la piel no dirige la interacción. Segundo, la percepción táctil es
un proceso espaciotemporal complejo de muy alta dimensionalidad, lo que choca con la
baja dimensionalidad de los dispositivos táctiles. Debido a ello, se produce una compleja
discordancia entre el espacio de estimulación háptica y el espacio de percepción háptica.
Además, los dispositivos táctiles a menudo presentan un espacio de trabajo restringido, lo
que limita aún más la estimulación táctil.
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Análisis del renderizado háptico en dispositivos subactuados

A diferencia de los dispositivos completamente actuados, en los que todos los grados de
libertad están actuados, los dispositivos subactuados presentan algunos grados de libertad
que no lo están y en los que no pueden renderizar fuerzas, lo que supone un reto a la hora
de diseñar algoritmos de renderizado háptico. No obstante, mientras que la subactuación
es una estrategia popular en el diseño de dispositivos hápticos, el renderizado háptico en
estos dispositivos no ha sido estudiado extensamente.

Normalmente, las fuerzas renderizadas intentan oponerse a la acción del usuario. Con dis-
positivos completamente actuados esto es simple ya que el algoritmo de renderizado puede
operar en todas las posibles direcciones. Sin embargo, en los dispositivos subactuados,
algunas fuerzas se oponen a la acción del usuario mientras que otras no. Teniendo esto
en cuenta, la aplicación directa de métodos de renderizado de proxy en dispositivos sub-
actuados puede resultar en un comportamiento impredecible del dispositivo, renderizando
fuerzas incorrectas que podŕıan causar un impacto negativo en la percepción del usuario.
El estudio de estos efectos es crucial para minimizarlos o evitarlos en nuevos algoritmos
de renderizado.

A.3 Metodoloǵıa

La tesis se desarrolla siguiendo la siguiente metodoloǵıa:

Revisión bibliográfica

En el caṕıtulo 2 se repasan los trabajos más relevantes de la bibliograf́ıa en el contexto
de las ĺıneas de investigación que aborda la tesis. La exposición abarca (i) métodos de
simulación de mano en realidad virtual y aplicaciones hápticas relacionadas, (ii) algoritmos
de renderizado táctil y (iii) el estudio del renderizado háptico con dispositivos hápticos
subactuados.

Diseño y desarrollo de un modelo de simulación de mano

En el caṕıtulo 3 se detalla el diseño y desarrollo de un modelo de simulación de mano
interactivo que permite manipular intuitivamente objetos virtuales (Ver Fig. A.2).

Con intención de maximizar la estabilidad del sistema, la simulación se plantea como un
problema unificado de minimización de enerǵıa. Además, las restricciones se modelan como
restricciones suaves para garantizar un coste determinista en cada fotograma. Se describe
cada uno de los términos de enerǵıa a los que están asociados los diferentes componentes
interactivos y mecánicos del modelo de la mano: acoplamiento entre el esqueleto de la mano
y el movimiento de la mano del usuario, restricciones en las articulaciones, deformación no
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Figure A.2: Dos fotogramas de la simulación donde se muestra el grado de detalle de
la interacción. El usuario puede manipular los objetos virtuales de una forma natural e
intuitiva, por ejemplo, agarrándolos y dejándolos deslizarse entre los dedos.

lineal de la piel, contacto por fricción entre la piel y los objetos virtuales, y acoplamiento
entre el objeto que está en contacto con el modelo y otros objetos virtuales.

Por otro lado, el simulador también se integra en un motor de videojuegos para facilitar
el desarrollo de aplicaciones basadas este tipo de sistemas de interacción. Tras especificar
los detalles de implementación, se analiza la velocidad y la estabilidad del sistema para
asegurar que la simulación sea apta para entornos interactivos.

Diseño de un algoritmo de renderizado háptico para dispositivos táctiles

En el caṕıtulo 4 se estudia el diseño de un algoritmo de renderizado táctil general que
trata de generar est́ımulos hápticos situando una superficie de contacto sobre la yema del
dedo del usuario (Ver Fig. A.3).

El movimiento del dedo del usuario es trackeado para guiar un modelo virtual que simula
de forma precisa la deformación de la piel. Aśı, el cálculo de la configuración del dis-
positivo se formula como un problema de optimización con restricciones de tal forma que
la información de contacto computada de la yema del dedo virtual coincida lo máximo
posible con la superficie de contacto del dedo del usuario.

El algoritmo se implementa en un dispositivo vestible tipo dedal [Chinello et al., 2015]
teniendo en cuenta las restricciones de su espacio de trabajo y se realizan experimentos
para validar su efectividad llevando a cabo un análisis de error y comparándose con otros
métodos.
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Figure A.3: Ejemplo del renderizado táctil durante la exploración de una pelota. La
imagen de la izquierda muestra el contacto virtual entre el modelo del dedo y la pelota.
Para renderizar dicho contacto, se calcula la configuración óptima del dispositivo, mostrado
en la derecha, de tal forma que el contacto real sea tan similar como sea posible al contacto
virtual. El recuadro de la zona superior muestra una simulación de la interacción entre
una representación de la configuración del dispositivo y el dedo virtual.

Análisis y diseño de algoritmos de renderizado háptico para dispositivos
subactuados

Se intenta aclarar la idoneidad de la aplicación directa del algoritmo de proxy (ampliamente
estudiado en el renderizado kinestésico) en dispositivos subactuados y, basado en este tipo
de algoritmos, se proponen otros nuevos más adecuados. Este reto se aborda desde dos
perspectivas diferentes:

Por un lado, en el caṕıtulo 5 se analiza cómo las fuerzas computadas por los algoritmos
estándar no se adecúan a las fuerzas que realmente puede renderizar este tipo de disposi-
tivos, de tal forma que se acaba renderizando la proyección de tales fuerzas sobre los grados
de libertad actuados. Para evitar la discordancia existente entre el espacio de dispositivo
y el espacio virtual, se propone la incorporación de un nuevo proxy en el espacio del dis-
positivo para poder realizar el cálculo de fuerzas directamente en los grados de libertad
actuados. Posteriormente, se detalla la implementación del algoritmo en un exoesqueleto
subactuado de dedo [Sarac et al., 2016] (Fig. A.4) y se analiza su pasividad con respecto
a otros métodos.

Por otro lado, en el caṕıtulo 6 se realiza un estudio similar pero teniendo en cuenta
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Figure A.4: Contacto virtual renderizado en un exoesqueleto subactuado de dedo.

la intención del usuario, lo que acaba siendo clave para el entendimiento de los efectos
negativos de la aplicación directa del algoritmo de renderizado de proxy y que lleva al
hallazgo y descripción de las fuerzas fantasma. Este descubrimiento conduce al diseño de
un algoritmo que evita dichas fuerzas indeseadas basado en un acoplamiento anisotrópico
entre el dispositivo y el proxy. Finalmente, se realizan experimentos sintéticos y reales
para demostrar la pasividad del sistema.

A.4 Resultados

Las contribuciones principales de la tesis se pueden resumir en los siguientes resultados:

• Un modelo eficiente y robusto de simulación de mano basado en f́ısicas que propor-
ciona una interacción fluida y natural gracias a una formulación de minimización de
enerǵıa. Este modelo tiene en cuenta los elementos mecánicos y de interacción rele-
vantes de una mano humana: i) esqueleto articulado, ii) tejido blando que envuelve
al esqueleto, iii) acoplamiento entre el esqueleto y el tejido, iv) contacto por fricción
con el entorno virtual, y v) acoplamiento con el tracking de la mano. (Caṕıtulo 3)

• Un método para mapear el movimiento de la mano para su simulación que absorbe
la desviación entre la pose de la mano trackeada sin restricciones y la pose de la
mano virtual restringida por los objetos virtuales, y reduce el impacto producido
por las discontinuidades del tracking, limitando fuerzas excesivas y antinaturales.
(Caṕıtulo 3)

• Un modelo de piel realista no-lineal para simulación de mano que se comporta como
un tejido blando bajo fuerzas de contacto pequeñas y que es incompresible bajo
fuerzas de contacto grandes. (Caṕıtulo 3)
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• Una libreŕıa de simulación de mano que se integra fácilmente con sistemas de track-
ing, dispositivos hápticos y motores de f́ısicas, que supone un módulo idóneo para
motores de videojuegos, facilitando aśı el desarrollo de aplicaciones de realidad vir-
tual que incluyan interacción de mano basada en f́ısicas. (Caṕıtulo 3)

• Un método general de renderizado táctil para dispositivos cutáneos vestibles LCSM
(Local Contact Surface Modulation - Ajuste de superficie para contacto local) basado
en una optimización que minimiza la diferencia entre la superficie de contacto con el
entorno virtual y con el dispositivo real, considerando además los ĺımites del espacio
de trabajo del dispositivo. (Caṕıtulo 4)

• Un procedimiento general para medir la precisión de los métodos de renderizado
táctil en dispositivos LCSM que estima el error entre la fuerza de contacto com-
putada en el entorno simulado y la fuerza real renderizada por el dispositivo al
usuario, que, a su vez, es aproximada gracias a la simulación de la interacción entre
un modelo virtual del dedo y una representación virtual del dispositivo. (Caṕıtulo
4)

• Un método de renderizado háptico de proxy para dispositivos subactuados incondi-
cionalmente pasivo y fácilmente controlable que calcula las desviaciones en el sube-
spacio actuado y las transforma en comandos de fuerza restringidos óptimamente a
los grados de libertad actuados. (Caṕıtulo 5)

• Un estudio teórico, respaldado tanto por experimentos sintéticos como por reales,
que analiza la aplicación directa del método de renderizado háptico de proxy en
dispositivos subactuados y desvela la existencia de fuerzas fantasma indeseadas que
no son ortogonales a las restricciones del entorno y pueden alterar antinaturalmente
la intención del usuario. Estas fuerzas se describen y cuantifican en función de los
parámetros de renderizado y pueden ser más severas a mayor impedancia. (Caṕıtulo
6)

• Una estrategia de renderizado háptico para dispositivos subactuados que se basa en
el uso de impedancia anisotrópica en el acoplamiento entre el proxy y el dispositivo
para renderizar de forma óptima las fuerzas que coincidiŕıan con el caso completa-
mente actuado en los grados de libertad actuados y no produce fuerzas fantasma.
(Caṕıtulo 6)

Además, los resultados de esta tesis se encuentran presentados en las siguientes publica-
ciones:

• “Soft Hand Simulation for Smooth and Robust Natural Interaction”, Mickeal Ver-
schoor, Daniel Lobo, and Miguel A. Otaduy. Proceedings of IEEE Conference on
Virtual Reality and 3D User Interfaces (VR), pp. 183 – 190, 2018. [Verschoor et al.,
2018]

El autor principal de este trabajo es Mickeal Verschoor, quien diseñó los métodos
de simulación de la mano, mientras que personalmente me centré principalmente
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en el diseño y desarrollo de la libreŕıa de simulación. Sin embargo, el trabajo es
igualmente relevante para el contexto y la completitud del desarrollo de la tesis.

• “Optimization-Based Wearable Tactile Rendering”, Alvaro Pérez, Daniel Lobo, Francesco
Chinello, Gabriel Cirio, Monica Malvezzi, José San Mart́ın, Domenico Prattichizzo,
and Miguel A. Otaduy. IEEE Transactions on Haptics 10(2):254 – 264, 2017. [Perez
et al., 2017]

Los dos primeros autores contribuyeron igualmente a esta publicación.

• “Proxy-Based Haptic Rendering for Underactuated Haptic Devices”, Daniel Lobo,
Mine Saraç, Mickeal Verschoor, Massimiliano Solazzi, Antonio Frisoli, and Miguel
A. Otaduy. Proceedings of IEEE World Haptics Conference (WHC), pp. 48 – 53,
2017. [Lobo et al., 2017]

• “Rendering of Constraints With Underactuated Haptic Devices”, Daniel Lobo, Miguel
A. Otaduy. IEEE Transactions on Haptics, 13(4): 699 – 708, 2020. [Lobo and
Otaduy, 2020]

A.5 Conclusiones

En esta tesis se han detallado varias contribuciones relevantes en el marco de la realidad
virtual y la interacción persona-ordenador. Más concretamente, el trabajo llevado a cabo
aborda la interacción directa con las manos y el diseño de algoritmos de renderizado
háptico acordes a tal interacción.

De esta forma, se ha planteado la simulación de un modelo biomecánico de la mano en
tiempo real. Dicho modelo, que por śı solo ya constituye un método innovador en la
ĺınea del estado del arte en interacción natural con el mundo virtual, se ha empleado
parcialmente como modelo computacional que interpreta la interacción con los elementos
virtuales como una estimulación virtual, lo que ha servido posteriormente para el diseño de
algoritmos de renderizado háptico y aśı poder controlar diferentes dispositivos vestibles. El
diseño de algoritmos de renderizado se ha centrado tanto en dispositivos táctiles basados
en LCSM como en dispositivos kinestésicos subactuados, cada uno de ellos presentando
diferentes retos.

Este trabajo abre la puerta a relevantes aplicaciones, pero también a nuevos e interesantes
retos, tal como se explica detalladamente en el caṕıtulo 7. También se describen algunos
trabajos que hacen uso de nuestros métodos y/o se han visto influenciados por ellos,
poniendo en valor nuestra investigación. A pesar de que esta ĺınea de trabajo se encuentra
en una etapa temprana en cuanto a aplicación en el mundo real, el creciente interés por
las oportunidades que brinda la tecnoloǵıa originará interesantes innovaciones en el futuro
cercano. Particularmente, las contribuciones detalladas en este trabajo contribuyen en
esta exploración futura y crean interesantes ĺıneas de investigación.
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